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It takes a big catalogue to give you all the remote controls you need!

We didn’t mean for it to be so big, it’s just that when we asked you what was needed by the industry the answer was – the most definitive remote control cross reference available in the European market.

We listened to you and the result is our latest 2004/2005 remote control catalogue. It is big! 456 pages listing over 15,000 models, 22,000 part numbers/handset numbers and 4,400 original handset illustrations. It is the most complete guide to remote controls ever produced.

As new models are being added to our range every day even a catalogue such as this will not contain the new additions to our range since printing. No problem! Simply check for the model you require on our website www.classic-electronics.co.uk.

Over the next two months your Classic distributor will be sending you your very own copy of the catalogue. If you do not receive your copy or you need an additional copy contact your usual Classic distributor, phone us on 01635 278678 or email us at sales@classic-electronics.co.uk.
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COMMENT

Public-service broadcasting

The new regulator Ofcom seems to be operating in overdrive. In one month we have had its report on the digital transition (see over page) and, subsequently, its initial views on the future of public-service broadcasting. The latter have, understandably, caused a bit of a stir. They nevertheless serve to highlight the changes that are taking place in the world of TV, and the role that public-service broadcasting should play in this new world.

The situation that’s developing is not all that healthy. Lots more channels should mean lots more choice. In practice it can mean more and more rubbish. Channels cost money to run, but available finance is limited. Thus many channels can mean that resources are spread too thinly. The public, for its part, has made its preferences clear. The main interests seem to be soap, reality TV and of course sport. It is disheartening that there has been a 47 per cent increase in soap broadcasting over the past five years.

Most people are content to pay the TV licence fee and appreciate the value of news and current-affairs programmes, even if they don’t pay much attention to them. In fact in a democracy it is vital that the public has access to impartial and accurate information. The licence fee can provide the means for this, and is thus essential. But a significant question Ofcom has raised is whether the fee should be used exclusively to fund the BBC, or be used by several broadcasters. It’s an interesting point and a bit of a conundrum. There is clearly a danger that if the funding is spread around too widely it will lose its effectiveness. A strong, independent public-service broadcaster is essential, and the BBC has traditionally fulfilled this role. Does it matter that it also provides entertainment and seeks a mass audience? To remain a force in the TV world, it has to be more than a glorified newsdesk and purveyor of culture.

There’s a danger that Ofcom, concentrating more on change than the need to preserve essential services, could cause a lot of damage. One has only to think of the chaos that has been caused to the railway system by ill-considered meddling. Ofcom should realise that it has very heavy responsibilities. It doesn’t give the impression of being mindful of this.

Sony’s loss of focus

Sony, which is rightly renowned for its video and audio technology, seems to have lost its way in recent times. In the last financial year Sony’s profits fell by almost a quarter. In comparison, Sharp and Sanyo have been doing very well. At Sony the talk is about cost-cutting, restructuring and investment to regain profitability. The company seemed to lose its ability to focus on the latest electronic opportunities when, some fifteen years ago, it bought Columbia Pictures, the idea being to be able to back its video products with programme material. But the worlds of consumer electronics and Hollywood have little in common. Sony found it difficult to work with Columbia, and the joint company has never operated smoothly. So the news that it is considering a bid worth some $5bn for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, albeit in conjunction with two private-equity investors, comes as something of a surprise. It could only distract Sony’s management from the task of increasing its profit margin from the present dismal 1.9 per cent. Getting involved with MGM seems to be about the last thing that Sony should be contemplating.

High-street gloom

What’s gone wrong with the traditional shopping high street? Stalwarts such as Boots and WH Smith have been doing poorly, and Marks & Spencer has its problems. Now Dixons has announced store closures and plans to pull out altogether over the next ten years. The basic facts are that retailing has become intensely competitive while high-street costs are high. Outlets are small in comparison with the supermarkets, so shoppers are offered less choice at higher prices. The way things are going, the high street will soon consist of mainly coffee shops and estate agents, which is hardly an enticing prospect. The main problem is that rents are far too high, the result of ever-upwards rent revisions. Something will have to be done about this if we are not to lose the convenience of high-street shopping.
In early April the new media regulator Ofcom issued a report on the transition from analogue to digital TV, with recommendations on how the analogue switch-off might be implemented. The report states that over half of UK households already have digital TV reception facilities and that the government’s target of an analogue switch-off by 2010 is possible if certain conditions are met. It recommends switchover on a region-by-region basis in order to limit the scale of viewer disruption. Ofcom suggests that a rolling programme of regional switchovers would be practical, taking about four years to complete after two years of initial preparation. The regional approach would enable technical preparations to be undertaken area by area, spreading the costs and avoiding the risks inherent in a national switchover. If the switchover were to take place between 2007 and the end of 2010, a decision would be required in early 2005.

On the basis of the switchover in Berlin, Ofcom suggests that it would be helpful for some analogue channels to be switched off before others. One or more analogue channels could be switched off six months ahead of the others, enabling digital terrestrial signals to be boosted to full strength. Switching off one or two analogue channels would enable areas currently without any DTT signals to begin receiving them. It would also bring home to viewers the imminence of the switchover and the need to purchase appropriate receiving equipment. Remaining analogue transmissions would be switched off at the date set for each region, with provision of information and assistance continuing for some months after completion of the switchover.

Policy recommendations include giving viewers advance notice of the switchover date so that they can make plans about buying digital reception equipment without uncertainty about the switchover date. Ofcom recognises that this could reinforce viewer resistance to the switchover before it is generally recognised as being a technologically necessary. It adds however that with most households already having access to digital TV the foundations for announcement of a timetable have already been laid. Ofcom believes that the announcement would significantly increase digital TV reception and would help enable the final switchover to be completed by the end of 2010. Research conducted by the DTT indicates that many analogue viewers were prepared to buy digital equipment once they knew that a digital switchover was imminent.

No mention is made of the possible supply of free set-top converters for those unwilling to buy digital receiving equipment. The government would understandably be reluctant to contemplate such a step. What could cause problems is the realisation by viewers that new, expensive aerials will also required in many areas for reliable reception. Ofcom suggests the possibility of imposing spectrum pricing as an incentive to promote the switchover. Channel 3 licensees and Channel Five already pay for their licences to broadcast: with spectrum pricing introduced, charges could for the first time be applied to the BBC, Channel 4 and S4C. from say 2006. Ofcom recommends that as part of the BBC’s Royal Charter review the government should insist on obligations to roll-out digital transmissions nationwide. ensure that viewers can continue to receive its channels via the current free-to-view satellite services, and provide information on and promote the switchover.

Ofcom wants improved DTT coverage, and suggests that satellite transmissions could play an important role in increasing digital take-up by those who don’t want pay TV. It points out that FTV access to some public service broadcasters is currently not available via digital satellite transmission, and considers that this might have to be remedied by regulatory intervention, the cost falling on the broadcasters. Ofcom recommends that the government should continue its efforts to overcome impediments to other forms of digital reception, for example planning restrictions on satellite dishes. It adds that DTT signals can be boosted once the switchover is under way, but recognises that international agreements to avoid interference will impose limitations in some areas. It seems possible that to achieve maximum DTT coverage it will be necessary to operate some multiplexes at a lower transmission capacity. Ofcom notes the difficult trade-off between coverage and efficiency and whether to use 16QAM or 64QAM modulation.

Ofcom adds that the switchover will not be possible unless viewers are convinced of its benefits, and recommends a mass national advertising campaign to bring home the advantages, followed by the provision of information to each household on the switchover timetable in the area. It also recommends a labelling scheme to warn consumers that unconverted analogue equipment would not be usable after a set date. This would require the co-operation of manufacturers and retailers.

Ofcom recommends that a body should be set up to co-ordinate the switchover. It could be called SwitchCo and would highlight the benefits of the switchover, inform about and promote the timetable, advise about the practicalities, ensure clear labelling and description of relevant consumer products, and provide liaison between the government, Ofcom, the transmission companies and the broadcasters. It could work to maximise the range of digital options available to viewers.

What’s going to happen to all those analogue VCRs? Ofcom simply says that people will “either have to convert their video recorders or purchase new recording devices with integrated digital tuners”. A great help!

**Institutions remain separate**

Talks on merging the Institution of Electrical Engineers (Ieee), the Institution of Mechanical Engineers (I MechE) and the Institution of Incorporated Engineers (IEI) to form a combined Institute of Engineering with a membership of some 250,000 have been called off. It seems that differences in ways of working and structures have made the effort and cost involved too great. For the time being the Institutions will remain separate.

**Pay-per-view TV from BT**

BT has announced plans to offer pay-per-view video via a broadband connection. It has set up BT Rich Media, which will provide end-to-end production facilities for small companies and organisations. This will enable them to provide audio and video content online. Next year BT plans to offer customers a number of media services via the internet, including live video, having developed a new broadband technology that guarantees high download speeds: BT’s ‘flexible-bandwidth’ technology provides downloading at 2Mbits/sec, which equates to almost DVD quality video. This should lead to pay-per-view TV service starting next year. BT has been working with Netgem and SetPal to develop set-top boxes for interfacing TV sets with a broadband internet connection.
New Hitachi DVD camcorders

Hitachi has launched two 'fourth-generation' DVD camcorders, Models DZ-MV550E and DZ-MV580E (see photo above). Model DZ-580E provides higher resolution with a 1Megapixel CCD image sensor. It has a 10x optical zoom and 240x digital zoom. Model DZ-MV550E has lower resolution but the powerful 18x optical zoom lens offers greater flexibility for everyday use. The camcorders have a simplified, quick-menu option for easy operation. Simple disc navigation gives instant access to clips; you simply select the thumbnail that represents the beginning of the required scene then play it back.

The camcorders have a high-speed USB2.0 interface for fast uploading to and downloading from a PC, and an SD-type flash-memory card slot for easy capture and transfer of still photographs. The high-resolution (120kpixel) 2-5in. colour LCD screen makes filming and on-camera editing simple. An extensive range of PC software is supplied for quick and easy video editing. When recording on a DVD-RAM disc the advanced menu features can be used for editing.

For further information go to: www.hitachi.co.uk

Dixons to close stores

Dixons has announced that 106 of its 320 high-street stores are to be closed within a matter of weeks, affecting some 1,000 staff. It intends to move to larger, new-format stores, referred to as xl, that will be at least five times larger than the current typical high-street store - Dixons at present has five xl stores. All the stores to be closed have been trading at a loss, the result of escalating costs (rents etc.) and savage price competition. It is hoped that many of the staff affected will be deployed to other retail outlets within the group (Currys, PC World, the Link).

John Clare, Dixons Group chief executive, envisages that the remaining 214 high-street Dixons stores will be closed over the next ten years, with a move to some 130 xl stores at edge of town centre or out-of-town retail park locations where space is less expensive. The immediate closures amount to just two per cent of the company's trading space.

Video news

Following the news that dual-layer DVD+R discs with increased storage capacity (see News last month) are to be launched this year, there has been an announcement that dual-layer DVD-R discs will become available in late 2004 or early 2005.

Sanyo has launched its first DVD recorder, Model DVR-500. It records on DVD+RW and DVD+R discs and can also read DVD-R, Super Video CD, Video CD, CD and CD-R discs with MP3, WMA or JPEG files.

Philips has released a 17in. widescreen LCD monitor with built-in tuner, Model 1707T4. It has multiple video inputs, including S-video and composite, to provide displays with a PC, TV set, DVD player or VCR. There is also a VGA input. Philips claims that the monitor is future-proof, being compatible with 1080-line interlaced and 720-line progressive signals as well as current 576p and 480p sources. There is an autostored with 100 preset channels. Price is about £500.

TV via your mobile

Mobile phone users could before long be able to watch DTT via their handsets. During the past eighteen months trials of the technology have been taking place in a number of countries, including Korea, Japan, Finland and Germany. Mobile network operators, handset makers and broadcasters have been involved. Trials in the UK may be held later this year, with DTT chipssets incorporated in mobile phones.

Nokia's first TV compatible phone, Model 7700, is due to be released later this year. It has a large screen and battery; future TV-compatible handsets are expected to be smaller.

Welcoming the prospect David Chance, chairman of Top-Up TV, hoped that phones would incorporate a condition-al-access chipset. Well he would, wouldn't he?!

New digital-ready aerials from Philex

Philex has launched a new range of indoor and outdoor wideband, digital-ready aerials. There are three indoor and two outdoor models. The Orbit is an indoor aerial with built-in amplifier for set-top or wall mounting. Frequency range is 470-680MHz with a gain of 22dB (maximum) and a noise figure of 6dB. It can be adjusted through 360° laterally and 90° vertically for optimum reception, and has adjustable gain. Powering can be 230V AC or 12V DC - a blue LED power indicator is included. The Kobra is similar but without an amplifier, the indoor range being completed with an entry-level five-element model.

For outdoor use there are two log-periodic aerials, Models LPw30 and LPw40. These provide a gain of 10.5 and 12.5dBi respectively. Model LPw40 carries the CAI benchmark for digital TV.

Sanyo's upmarket LCD TVs

Sanyo is to launch a new range of upmarket LCD TV sets, Models 30LD3, 27LC3, 23LC3 and 15LC3 - the first two figures indicate screen size. Model 30LD3 is expected to sell for about £2,000. It has a built-in Freeview tuner, a viewing angle of 170° and active 3D surround, which gives a cinematic surround-sound effect. There is also an Eco mode for reduced power consumption, child lock and a sleep timer.
Horizon digital signal meters

Eugene Trundle checks out a pair of digital-TV reception testers

Long gone are the days when an analogue signal-strength meter sufficed when aligning TV aerials and dishes. Signal-strength meters have now gone digital, like the signals they receive and the boxes these signals feed. There are several classes of instrument in this market, each with a fairly well-defined price point.

At the bottom there are the simplest types that merely provide an overall-strength reading based on all the signals that come from a transmitter or satellite. These cost about £30-£60 and are just adequate, perhaps, for the most basic installations — and caravanners. The next class consists of hand-held or neck-slung meters that can identify the transmitter/satellite from which a signal comes and gives a readout of signal- or carrier-to-noise ratio and the received bit-error ratio (BER). These cost about £300. Beyond this, ranging in price from £800 to about £1,200, there are instruments, still portable but heavier and more complex, with a screen on which the transmitted picture or, much more significant, a band spectrum can be displayed. The latter is especially important as the terrestrial broadcast bands and satellite slots become ever more crowded. Some top-end instruments can operate on two or more systems — satellite, terrestrial and cable. The most sophisticated can range in price up to £2,500, with a colour display and every possible bell, whistle and hooter.

What you choose will depend on the type of work you do, which of the three transmission modes you normally work with, and where in the installation market you pitch yourself. If you confine your-
self to contract work with Sky dishes, you won’t need the top-end Promax Prolink 4. At the other extreme, if you undertake SMATV installations a £40 SatMax WonderWave will not do for you! The instruments I’m reviewing here are in the middle category: hand-held or neck-strapped alignment/installation meters with a digital readout, non-volatile software programming for relevant signal sources, and a rechargeable battery power supply. These Horizon meters use Ni-MH batteries and are priced at £250 + VAT for the satellite version and £299 + VAT for the terrestrial (Freeview) type.

Description
The two meters have much in common but are readily identifiable by their colour – yellow for the satellite version, red for the terrestrial one. They come with a lined, ‘Velcroed’ and reasonably weatherproof leather-look case that has a neck strap and a viewing window, and contain a 2.4Ah Ni-MH battery pack that gives over six hours’ use with the terrestrial version and, because of the current drain taken by the LNB, about half that with the satellite version. An ‘intelligent’ mains charger is built in, arranged for a four-hour charging cycle and trickle-charging thereafter. There’s a car cigar-lighter cord for charging on the move, and the battery condition is shown in the front panel readout throughout its charge and discharge cycles. The meters have an RF loop-through facility and a simple to understand operating system that’s based on four membrane-type keys and a four-line backlit LCD panel. The accompanying picture shows the front face of the terrestrial version, Model HDTM.

Both units are software programmed, in flash memory via an RS232 serial data port, for the transmitters/ transponders of interest – up to 32 of them, each with up to 16 multiplexes for the Freeview Model HDTM, or from 16 selected satellites for Model HDSM. They can, on request, be custom-programmed before delivery (and even personalised with your name!). Alternatively you can carry out programming by downloading from Horizon’s website via the PC lead supplied: the system is compatible with Windows 98 to XP and requires Winzip software to run – this is easily downloaded from the Web if required.

The menu-key-led data readouts give indication of four basic parameters: signal source; signal strength in bar-graph and quantitative (dBμV) form; pre-BER with ‘PASS’ and ‘FAIL’ measurement and post-BER. The latter two indicate the bit-error ratio before and after internal error correction of the type that takes place inside a set-top box or IDTV. For TV aerial/dish alignment the pre-BER is the most important factor.

Up the ladder
I started with the satellite meter which, at switch on, defaults to the UK’s most-used satellite slot, Astra at 28.2°E – whence come all those highbrow Sky programmes. I found that Turksat, Hispasat, Telecom 2A and 2C, Thor, Sirius, Eutelsat W1/2/D, Hot Bird Astra at 19.2°E and Arabsat were also preprogrammed. This is more than enough for most installers, without need to go to Horizon’s database. During my tests I confined myself to the two Astra slots and Hot Bird. For alignment you of course need a start point: a compass and an inclinometer of some sort, or great familiarity with the local topography relative to the satellite you are seeking.

With each satellite setting the meter scans the vertically- then the horizontally-polarised transponders, stopping at each match with its internal database and switching to a strength reading (S) to enable you to peak the alignment of the dish. The ‘searching’ caption is soon replaced by a ‘found’ one, and a second (Q) bar-graph that represents the inverse of the bit-error ratio. At the point where these readings peak, usually together I found, the dish can be tightened up, leaving you to see how you (and the dish/LNB) have done in terms of the C/N (carrier-to-noise) ratio, indicated in dB, and V, which represents the corrected Viterbi BER, given as a percentage.

In practice I found that this works smoothly and well. The S and Q readouts, with quick response, are the main ones at the dish. In the living room the S, Q and V readouts enable you to check on cable loss. This is more laborious than with a spectrum-analyser instrument, because of the need to check on strength and quality at two or three points in the first IF band, i.e. low, medium and high.

In the wind and rain while I was evaluating this meter I found that the neck-strap suspension is convenient and the weather-proofing at least as good as my own! If the instrument was mine I would keep a little extension lead permanently connected to the F-type input socket, to prevent wear on the socket and permit ‘flip-down’ operation in wet weather. I certainly had no doubt when a dish was correctly aligned using this meter: with a little experience one soon gets to know what to expect in terms of signal strength and quality. I also found that the instrument provides about fifty per cent longer running time per battery charge than its otherwise similar competitor, the Lacuna Sat Meter 2, along with a physically easier fitting for the F connector.

The bright red terrestrial meter, Model HDSTM, is much more likely to need a download feed of your local Freeview DTV transmitters, because of their greater number and the fast rate at which they are coming on stream. Armed with the downloaded programs for my local transmitters, I first climbed to the roof of Trundle Towers. I found that my aerial, which had been installed many years ago, presumably with the aid of a simple analogue meter, was off-beam by a few degrees. The before and after alignment carrier strengths and BER readings differed considerably: my DTV reception, good before, was better for the
directional tweak of the aerial. In this and several subsequent installation and alignment jobs, I found that the six-hour battery charge got me through a lot of work.

As with the satellite version, at switch on the HDTM defaults to the top of the stored transmitter list, which can then be stepped through sequentially by scrolling down. Aerial siting and alignment are carried out in terms of RF level readouts per multiplex: the difference in multiplex signal strengths at some sites was very noticeable. Analogue transmissions are also catered for, in terms of signal strength, but there are obviously no BER readings with these. The preloaded data knows the channels used for digital transmission at each programmed site, but there is also a step-through-channels facility. This is useful when you don’t have data loaded for the transmissions you are seeking, and for checking adjacent analogue transmissions.

With Freeview signals the pass/fail indication is again given in the pre-BER mode. This takes about twenty seconds to appear. The post-BER (‘VIT’) reading has a rather longer sampling time, about one minute, and is not available in the step-through-channel mode.

This meter’s RF terminals are of the BNC type, no doubt in preference to the less secure and more wear-prone Belling-Lee type. So I again made a short extender/adapter lead for each. This also permits flap-down operation where necessary, and solves the problem of the undersized hole in the flap.

**Conclusion**

These meters both worked well for me, and appear to be rugged as long as they are kept in their protective cases. They are more than adequate for their purpose, and compare well with other instruments in the same class and price range.

I found a reasonable, but not exact, correspondence between the meter’s fail indication and signal shutdown with satellite receivers. There’s more variation with Freeview boxes, certain more recent models being much better at coping with a poor and noisy signal. Take a bow, Philips and Nokia . . .

In choosing what to buy however it’s important to appreciate the other types of instrument that are available in this field. It could, for example, be that a dual (satellite/terrestrial) instrument would be more convenient than a system-dedicated one, or that a spectrum-display type would better suit your needs – horses for courses, but these options both come at a premium.

---

**Availability**

The meters are available from Horizon Global Electronics Ltd., 27 Pennant Terrace, Walthamstow, London, E17 5BD.

Phone 020 8281 3777. You can order by email from sales@horizonhge.com

There’s a website at www.horizonhge.com

---
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**WEOL TRADE**
The Sale of Goods Act

The Sale of Goods Act, which originally came into effect in 1979 and was supplemented by Regulations introduced in 2003, affects everyone who has commercial dealings with the public. You can get into difficulties that could involve expense and wasted time if you are not familiar with its requirements. Michael Maurice provides a guide to how it affects our trade.

The aim of the Sale of Goods Act, which originally came into effect in 1979, is to give the consumer greater protection against faulty goods and rogue traders. On 31 March 2003 the Sale & Supply of Goods to Consumers Regulations 2002 were introduced to supplement the Act. They set a minimum standard throughout Europe, and give the consumer greater rights when buying across borders. To put it another way, the new regulations and laws effectively set in stone the existing laws and rights of the consumer. Much of what is contained in the following article is available in a document called A Trader’s Guide, published by the DTI (Department of Trade and Industry). This is available from the DTI and local Trading Standard Offices.

The Act and the new Regulations are quite complex. I will try to explain the various parts as clearly as I can, especially those that relate to our trade, but must point out that I am not a lawyer and don’t have any legal training. The information in this article has been obtained primarily by referring to the Trader’s Guide. It is supplemented by information I’ve gathered in the course of business. Some points consist of my carefully considered opinion. I must emphasise that this is a general guide and that neither I nor the publishers can be held responsible for any inaccuracies.

Rights
According to the Act a product should be of satisfactory quality and fit for the purpose for which it is bought. Thus if the customer tells the retailer that the product he requires must be capable of doing X, Y and Z, should he subsequently find that it doesn’t do what he wants he is entitled to return the goods and receive a full refund. If, however, the customer does not tell the salesperson his requirements and then, having made the purchase, finds that the product does not meet his expectations, the retailer is under no obligation to accept the goods back.

Certain provisions of the Act do not apply to businesses, traders and people who use goods in connection with their business: these are implied rights as to fitness and quality and are covered by the contract between the two parties. Thus a customer who finds that a product he has bought from you is repeatedly faulty may be entitled to a refund or a replacement, but the retailer may not have the right to demand the same from his supplier. Another example is someone who buys a car for business use, say as a mini cab. And it could be argued that we, as engineers, are not end users and are therefore not covered by the Act. A consumer is considered to be someone who has bought goods for his or her personal use, i.e. not for use in connection with a business.

When a consumer buys a product from a trader/retailer he invokes a contract between himself and the retailer. In law, the consumer’s legal comeback is with the retailer, not the manufacturer.

If a manufacturer or supplier states that a product will do X, Y and Z it is subsequently found that the product doesn’t, it is still the retailer’s responsibility to ensure that the description of the product is accurate. The retailer might be able to argue that he was unaware that a manufacturer’s claims were false: but the customer’s rights are always with the retailer.

Consumers are entitled to receive products of satisfactory quality, taking into account purchase price and other relevant factors. If an item has a fault that was present at the time of purchase, sometimes called a ‘latent’ or ‘inherent’ defect, the customer can complain when this is discovered.

What’s reasonable?
The word ‘reasonable’ crops up in many parts of this article and the legislation. But there is no statutory definition of what is reasonable and what isn’t. Dictionaries provide a number of definitions. ‘Fair and sensible’ and ‘fairly good but not especially good’ are most likely to be relevant here. There is however case law as to what ‘reasonable’ means.

The retailer should either exchange the product, repair it or arrange for the manufacturer’s service department to repair it.
Legal remedies
When a product is faulty, the first course of action on the part of the customer is to return it to the retailer or, if it’s a large item like a TV set, call the service department. If the product is virtually new, i.e. under 14-28 days old, a replacement can be requested as it should be obvious that there was an inherent fault from new.

The retailer should either exchange the product, repair it or arrange for the manufacturer’s service department to repair it.

There are circumstances under which a consumer cannot expect legal redress. These are as follows.

First, fair wear and tear. In days gone by for example a manufacturer would exclude bulbs and styling from a guarantee or, in the case of a car, wear to brake linings. These are considered to be service items.

Secondly misuse or accidental damage, for example if a customer drops the product or spills water into it. In such circumstances the customer cannot expect the product to be rectified as though there was a defect. If you are unfortunate enough to be involved in an accident while driving a new car, you cannot expect the dealer or the manufacturer’s agent to repair it under the terms of the warranty, the exception being if you could show that a mechanical defect, e.g. complete brake failure, was the cause of the accident.

Thirdly, when the purchaser simply decides that he no longer wants the product. The retailer is under no obligation to accept a product back simply because the purchaser, having got it home, decides he doesn’t want it after all or it doesn’t fit — assuming that any dimensions quoted are accurate. Indeed if the retailer does accept a product back it can no longer be considered as new for the purpose of a future sale. An exception to this is goods bought by mail order or over the internet.

Neither can a consumer expect legal redress if an item had a defect that was pointed out at the time of sale, or has a defect that should have been evident on reasonable inspection. If you buy a product that was on display and later find that it’s scratched, the retailer is under no obligation to accept it back. Or, if the product has a part missing and this was pointed out at the time of sale, there is again no obligation to accept the product back.

When a product is found to have been faulty at the time of sale the purchaser, on returning it to the retailer, is legally entitled to: (a) a full refund if this is within a reasonable time of the sale (a reasonable time is not defined by law, but is usually quite short); or (b) a reasonable amount of compensation (or damages) at up to six years (five in Scotland) from the date of the sale.

The Act does not mean or imply that all products have to last for six years or shouldn’t go wrong within six years: it’s the limit for making a claim against the retailer in respect of a fault that was present at the time of sale. It is not the equivalent of a guarantee. There are a number of implications to this, which I will be discussing later.

Most electrical and mechanical goods are covered by a manufacturer’s warranty. This often says that the goods are guaranteed to be free of defects for a stated period, usually one year. What usually happens is that if a product fails within a short time after purchase, usually 14-28 days, the retailer will exchange it, or will send someone to repair it, or will have an agreement with the manufacturer or a specialist service agent to carry out the repair.

Under the Regulations the consumer can, when a fault is discovered, choose to request a replacement, especially if the fault develops within a short period of time; a repair; or a full or partial refund.

Proving the fault
Consumers generally have to prove that the product was faulty at the time of sale. This is especially so when the consumer requests a refund or compensation. There is an exception to this. When the customer buys a product to the retailer within six months of the date of sale, the law assumes that the fault was present at the time, the onus being on the retailer to prove otherwise. This is usually quite obvious: either the product works correctly or it doesn’t! The exception here is when the fault is intermittent, showing up only on rare occasions.

Servicing and repairs
The Supply of Goods and Services Act 1982 requires a service to be carried out with reasonable care and skill within a reasonable time and, where no price is agreed, the charge should be reasonable. This does not apply in Scotland, where common law prevails. Again that word reasonable keeps cropping up, but has no legal definition.

Conforming to contract
When a customer buys a product he enters into a contract with the seller. The contract usually consists of a sales or till receipt. Should the customer subsequently complain that the product is faulty, what he means in legal terms is that it does not conform to contract, though members of the public would rarely put it that way. Products do not conform to contract when they are defective at the time of sale or they fail to work later, even after a number of years, because of an inherent fault, i.e. one that could be said to exist at the time of sale.

Products do not conform to contract if they do not comply with any description given by the retailer prior to the sale.

The Sale of Goods Act 1979 determines whether there is lack of conformity with the contract. It lays down the following requirements.

The product should match any description given to it. It should be of satisfactory quality, i.e. it should meet what any reasonable person would regard as being satisfactory, taking into account any description provided, the price paid and all relevant circumstances. For example, you wouldn’t expect a £25 radio to provide high-fidelity performance but, if the description said the frequency response was 20Hz to 20kHz, then it should conform to this specification. Even without such a description, a certain clarity of sound would be expected. And the product should be reasonably fit for the purpose made known to the retailer at the time of sale (unless the retailer disputed the appropriateness for the purpose at the time of sale).

If a customer says, or it should be obvious to the retailer, that a product is wanted for a particular purpose, even if this is not the purpose for which the product is normally supplied, and the retailer agrees that the product is suitable for this purpose, the product must be relatively fit for this purpose. If the retailer is unsure that the product will meet this requirement he should make it clear to the customer, preferably in writing (perhaps on the sales receipt), to protect himself against future claims. Similarly I would suggest to a customer that if he wants a product for a particular purpose this should be put on paper which the retailer should sign before the transaction is completed. In this way there can be no argument about whether or not the product is suitable for the intended purpose. Here are some examples.
A customer of mine went to a well-known national retailer to buy a camera and told the salesperson that he wanted to use it to photograph sporting events, so it should be able to react and operate extremely quickly. He subsequently found that the camera he bought didn’t operate fast enough: by the time it had zoomed and focused, the event was over. When he took the camera back to the shop he was, after a lengthy discussion with the manager, sold another one that performed equally poorly. On returning this one the retailer was not interested and would not return the purchaser’s money. Under the Act however the customer was entitled to a refund, as the camera didn’t meet the requirements made known to the retailer. Had the customer got the retailer to sign to the effect that he knew the customer’s requirements, the customer could have expected to have won his case if taken to the Small Claims Court. If a customer buys some software to load on to an Apple Mac PC and makes it known that the PC is of this type, he has the legal right to return the software if it’s not compatible with an Apple Mac – because the software does not conform to contract. If however the customer does not mention that the PC is an Apple Mac, and the retailer had no reason to suspect this, the retailer could dispute the unsuitability of the product for the purpose. Furthermore most software packages state on the box the operating system(s) they are compatible with, the onus being on the consumer to check for suitability.

A customer buys a VCR for the sole purpose of recording the output from a CCTV system. He doesn’t say this, only that he wants a cheap VCR. If, after nine months, the heads fail because of the amount of use, the retailer can hardly be held responsible for what would be considered fair wear and tear in the circumstances. If however the customer had asked for a VCR to be used specifically for this purpose, it would be up to the retailer to ensure that the VCR he sold would stand up to this use.

**Fair wear and tear**

The law does not state nor assume that products are expected to work fault-free. Indeed it allows for the fact that products can and will break down at some time during normal use. Consumers cannot hold the seller responsible for failure as a result of fair wear and tear: there needs to be a fault that was present at the time of sale. If for example a customer uses his VCR for an excessive number of hours and the result is what might be considered premature head wear, he has no legal redress with the retailer. If however the customer could prove that the brake tension was set at the factory at a higher level than specified by the manufacturer, then he would have a legal right against the retailer. Sometimes a sales contract excludes items that are considered ‘service items’. A car manufacturer for example cannot give a warranty as to how long the brake linings or the clutch plate will last, as this will vary with the driver and the way in which the car is driven. If the brake calliper or cylinder leaked fluid on to the brake linings however the customer could expect to have the linings replaced under the terms of the warranty. Many items are not expected to last for six or more years. A £60 VCR cannot be expected to have the same life expectancy, build quality and durability as one that costs £200. But durability can be a difficult matter. As with the word ‘reason-
the customer may seek to have the cost of any postage and packing he incurs reimbursed by the seller or may, having had a repair carried out by a third party, seek reimbursement for this repair. If the customer does the latter however it may make it difficult for him to prove that the fault was present at the time of sale, while the retailer could argue that he should have been given the opportunity to rectify the fault himself and that, by going to a third party, the customer is not mitigating his losses.

(3) Repair and replacement. Retailers and manufacturers have for many years voluntarily provided a guarantee for goods sold. This normally takes the form of agreement to repair or, when the product cannot be quickly and easily repaired, the offer of a replacement. This now has legal status, and consumers can quote the Regulations in force since 31 March 2003 to demand repair or replacement where the product does not conform to contract.

(4) Reasonable time and significant inconvenience. The Sale of Goods Act states that repairs should be carried out within a reasonable time and without significant inconvenience to the customer. Once again these requirements are vague and would be assessed in law on a case-by-case basis. A reasonable time could be about five working days, but this could vary and circumstances such as the availability of spare parts would have to be taken into account. But the retailer is obliged to minimise the amount of inconvenience to the customer. He may do this by attempting to speed up the repair or by the loan of a similar product. If the supplier is made aware that the product is required for use on a certain day, he should ensure that it is ready for use on that day. To give an obvious example, if a customer bought a wedding dress and found a fault with it a week prior to her wedding, it would be of little use if the supplier said he would have it ready two days after the big day!

(5) Disproportionate cost. It would be unreasonable to demand that a retailer pays for repairs that would exceed the cost of the product. For example the cost of new heads for a budget VCR costing £70 could, along with the cost of labour for fitting them, cost say £90. In this case the retailer could opt to replace the VCR. Conversely where a 5p fuse in a £1,000 TV set has failed it would be unreasonable for the customer to demand a new set.

(6) Partial or full refund. If neither repair nor replacement is practical, the Regulations provide alternative remedies in the form of either a full or a partial refund. To determine whether a full or a partial refund is appropriate or, in the latter case, what proportion is to be given, the retailer takes into account the benefit the customer has had from the product. If, for example, the product has a normal life span of say eight years, and breaks down after five years because of an inherent fault for which there is no remedy, the customer cannot expect a full refund as he has only benefited the product for five years. Thus a reasonable refund would be three eighths of the original price.

Supply of spare parts
There is also a legal obligation on suppliers, retailers and manufacturers to make spare parts available for at least seven years from the time of selling a product to the consumer. If a manufacturer is unable to supply a spare part without which a product is unusable, the consumer has a legal right against the dealer who supplied it for the remaining time during which he could have expected it to last.

This depends to a certain extent on the original cost of the product. It might be argued that a £25 cassette recorder wouldn’t necessarily be expected to last for eight years, while a £23m. widescreen TV set should be usable for eight years or so though not necessarily without failures. If, after a couple of years, a spare part is no longer available, the consumer can claim damages against the retailer for the remaining part of what might be considered the normal lifespan of the set. It is no defence for the retailer to suggest that the product should last for only say three years. If that is proposed, I suggest the retailer makes this clear at the time of sale – though I doubt whether he would sell many products on that basis!

Sales receipts
When a consumer complains that a product is faulty and seeks a remedy, the retailer is entitled to satisfy himself that the consumer did purchase the product from him on the date claimed. The best way for a customer to provide this proof is to produce the sales receipt that should have been obtained when the product was bought. In the absence of such proof, the onus is on the customer to prove that the product was bought from the retailer on the date claimed. A detailed credit-card statement is often acceptable as proof.

If the consumer can offer no proof that he bought the product from the retailer on the date claimed, he would be unlikely to be able to pursue a legal remedy.

The Sale of Goods Act states that repairs should be carried out within a reasonable time and without significant inconvenience to the customer.

Continued next month
the Hitachi A7 chassis

Glyn Dickinson provides a repair guide for this chassis, which was introduced in 1998 and remained in production for several years. It was used in a wide range of models, both 4:3 aspect ratio and widescreen

The Hitachi A7 chassis was introduced in 1998 and was the company’s first one for widescreen models. A pared-down version was used in Hitachi’s last UK-produced (pre-Vestel) large-screen 4:3 aspect-ratio sets. Hitachi’s smaller-screen models being supplied by Daewoo then Tatung. The A7 chassis is well-designed, most problems arising because of assembly problems or poor components. Picture quality is reasonably good – provided the digital noise-reduction circuit is switched off and the sharpness control is set at less than fifty per cent. Breathing is quite noticeable with 14:9 and 4:3 pictures: most people seem to use the panoramic ‘Michelin-man’ ratio however and so don’t complain about this.

Hitachi has a department whose job it is to provide confusing model numbers. They certainly got to work with the A7 chassis. Models C2X56TN, C2X67TN (Nicism), C2X67TN (Dolby), C2X66 and C2X56 are 4:3 aspect-ratio sets. The department was then given a W to play with, so we got the widescreen Models C2W1TN, C2W1TN, C2W2TN and C32W2TN. These were superseded by the similar TN2 models, which had the VGA panel deleted and became the C2X32W10/430TN (Nicism) and C2X32W10/530TN (Dolby Pro-Logic). An S in the model number simply means a silver cabinet. As many CRT variations were used and the chassis was in production for four years' there were numerous circuit additions and deletions. This article concentrates on the 28in widescreen Nicam set.

The sets came with a stand or an optional video cabinet on to which the set is located with two pegs and is secured (hopefully!) by two screws. These can be found by reaching above the video shelf. A chubby screwdriver is handy here!

Switch-on sequence
In common with most modern sets, the set carries out a check at switch on run by the microcontroller chip. First the power supply comes on and voltages develop. The standby light is then illuminated dimly for a second, after which it becomes bright. On early models it should then dim and the degaussing relay will click. Software checks are in progress at this time. Once these have been completed (about ten seconds, though it seems much longer) another relay clicks (early models again) and, hopefully, the on-screen display will appear, followed by the sound and then a picture.

It’s important to remember that the set will return to standby if any of the checks fail. Something as simple as an over-advanced A1 control will cause this. There can, as a result, be all sorts of difficulties with fault diagnosis.

Tube troubles
Before any work is carried out I recommend one thing. If the set is fitted with the dreaded Philips tube with the middle letters ESF, inspect the CRT base. If any components here are burnt the CRT has an internal short and, unless the customer is a bank manager, repair will be uneconomic. This might just save you some time.

GoldStar tubes fitted in larger-screen sets have their own quirks: they can suffer from the ‘purple-neck syndrome’, which will trip the set. It seems to be an inherent weakness with the CRT. Here’s a warning from a tube man. Even though a purple neck usually means air in the CRT, this tube can still implode spectacularly. So take care over the replacement.

If a Panasonic CRT is fitted you can usually heave a sigh of relief!

Dismantling
Even though the 32in. sets are a bit awkward to handle, I don’t recommend trying to service them in the customer’s house. The cabinet front can become alarmingly floppy, especially if the stand’s screws haven’t been fitted.

For virtually all repairs it’s necessary to remove the plastic chassis frame. To do this, remove the back and one black screw by the phono sockets, the extension speaker socket panel (two screws) if fitted, the white plastic rivet by the line output transformer. If this rivet puts up a fight, cut it off rather than risk a crack in the PCB. Be careful of the electrolytic mounted beside the rivet. Remove the CRT base and the two purse clips that secure the speaker wires. On later models there may be a sub-power PCB – remove this.

Remove the tape that holds a blue wire away from the high-wattage resistors (don’t forget to replace it when reassembling), turn the chassis over, and cut the transit cable tie by the chopper transformer if this hasn’t already been done. Inspect the chassis for ‘afterthought’ components, and check that they won’t be fouled by the chassis – if they come off, you won’t ever find out where they came from! Mark the position of the A1 control, then slide the chassis a couple of inches to the front. Disengage the left-hand side and remove the frame.

Power supply operation
The Hitachi designers work on an
'if it ain't broke' basis, so the power supply will be vaguely familiar to those who remember the CPT2198 series. Thermistors aside, this was a good basic design that was refined during the Nineties, the result being a very reliable circuit. I'm not sure whether the Vestel chassis Hitachi is now using will continue this tradition . . .

Two factors that are typical of Hitachi design are low power consumption and lots of protection circuits. Much additional circuitry is used to this end. Once this has been stripped away (not literally!) you will see that the power-supply design is fairly conventional. Figs. 1 and 2 show the circuitry on the primary and secondary sides of the chopper transformer T900 respectively.

In early models the degaussing circuit uses a relay to isolate the coils completely once they have been activated. The main power supply uses an optocoupler, IC901, for regulation. Bridge rectifier D901-4 rectifiers the mains supply, and pin 7 of the UC3844 chopper control chip IC900 receives a start-up supply, about 16V, via R901, D905 and Q905. IC900 produces a squarewave drive output at pin 6. This is fed to the gate of the BUK452-60A FET Q901, which is connected in series with a BUT12AF bipolar transistor, Q903. Thus Q901 drives Q903 at its emitter. The purpose of Q903 is to provide a cleaner and more rapid switch-off than the FET on its own.

**Fig. 1: The power supply circuitry, primary side. Circuit and component-value variations will be found in different versions/models, and F902 are not fitted when RL900 is used.**
Q906 switching off Q905. This reduces consumption.

The current that passes through the primary winding of T900 is monitored by R910 (0.5Ω, 2W), the voltage developed across this resistor being fed to pin 3 of IC900. If the voltage is excessive, IC900 shuts down. Q907 and Q908 alter the operating frequency in the standby mode. Q902 protects IC900 when there’s an under-voltage condition.

The secondary side of the power supply is quite complicated, mainly because of the protection circuitry (see Fig. 3). IC950 is a quad comparator that monitors various voltages and shuts down the power supply, via the microcontroller chip, should a fault develop. Comparator 1 monitors the 26V audio supply at pin 6; comparator 3 monitors the conditions in the line output stage at pin 8, i.e. current through the line output transistor Q751; while comparator 4 monitors the 200V supply produced from a tap on the line output transformer, and hence the EHT, at pin 10. LT protection relies on reverse-biased diodes: D962 (18V supply); D963 (8V supply), D969 (5V supply); and D972 (5V standby supply).

Comparator 2 is used as a ‘power-good’ detector. Should a brief mains supply interruption that could lock-up the microcontroller chip occur, this comparator will shut down then restart the power supply to initialise the set. Bear this in mind when investigating difficult intermittent trip faults.

The HT set is by VR950, which forms part of a potential divider with R950 and R953. Error sensing is carried out by Q954, whose emitter is held at 6.2V by ZD950. Don’t be fooled by this. Despite its circuit reference number, ZD950 is a voltage-reference diode, not a zener diode, and measures open-circuit. It must be replaced by the correct type (BZV10). A 6.2V zener diode will shut down the power supply, or make it behave erratically. Q954 drives the LED in IC900.

In standby the LT supplies are switched off by a high from pin 24 of the microcontroller chip.

The LT voltage regulators are conventional: IC951 is the 5V regulator, IC952 the 5V standby regulator while Q957 regulates the 8V supply.

Traditionalists will applaud the inclusion of a good old-fashioned avalanche diode, ZD970 (PGKE180), across the HT supply.

**Dead set, fuse blown**

This is an unusual fault but, if the mains fuse has failed, you will probably find that Q903 is short-circuit. Replace the following items – use genuine Hitachi parts: Q903 (BUT12AF), Q901 (BUK452-60A), IC900 (UC3844), R910 (0.5Ω), R950 (68kΩ metal film) and ZD903 (27V). Check all the other diodes in this area.

**Set trips intermittently**

By far the most common complaint is the set reverting to standby, or tripping out then reverting to channel 1. Although the cause is usually dry-joints, to avoid recalling it is worth carrying out the following procedure.

Resolder the HT preset VR950. Resolder the line driver transistor Q701 and the transformer and capacitors in the line output stage. Trim any leads in this area – the shears didn’t always cut these during manufacture – and check the soldering here.

Next to the middle of the PCB. Resolder IC951, IC952, IC602, Q601, Q957, Q951 and R986 – dry-joints here are the most common causes of tripping.

Now turn the chassis over and inspect the area between the audio heatsink and the front switches. There are several through-board links here: resolder them. There are also three between the field output IC and theLOPT, and two around the jungle IC.

A couple of other things should be checked. If R950 (68kΩ, near the HT preset) is a carbon resistor, replace it with a metal-filmy type (part no. 0113795). If it’s not present, fit modification kit J3333961. Don’t get too alarmed – it’s a spring! Fit the longer end to the core of the line output transformer, then push the other end through nearest hole in the line output transistor’s heatsink and secure it on the adjoining tag. Although this is not specifically advised, I think it is good practice to thread the spring through a piece of sleeving in case it becomes detached. The purpose of the spring is to prevent static build-up that can cause spurious tripping.

Hopefully the set will, once reassembled, run. Adjust the HT preset for the voltage shown in Table 1. The voltage is critical to within 0.2V, so an accurate digital meter should be used – no AVOs here, please! Adjust the voltage with the set cold, displaying an average picture, then recheck half an hour later. If a test pattern is not available, I find that a test page is next best. With widescreen models the voltage will decrease slightly as the set warms up.

Hopefully the set will now no longer trip. If it still does, there are various possibilities. A noisy IR preamplifier (metal type) may cause noise spikes. An over-advanced A1 can also cause this – check the black level with test. If a GoldStar CRT is fitted, a very slight reduction may be needed. If the trip operates at high volume and contrast levels, it’s permissible to reduce the sensitivity slightly by turning VR923 anticlockwise.

If the set still trips, panic. Recheck for dry-joints and adjust the HT to try to isolate the fault. We’ve had a faulty HT preset and a loose core in the chopper transformer cause this, also the CRT – the trip is so quick that we didn’t see the red flash at first, but flicking in and out of test provoked it. A new CRT was the cure, though I was far from convinced that it would work! Check the degaussing circuit: in the quest for low power a relay was used in early models, but later ones use a conventional circuit, so check for an intermittent posistor. If the set trips only in the customer’s house, check for energy-saving light bulbs that can cause random IR interference. Also make sure that the mains socket is good and secure: a drop-out will not necessarily affect the picture but will activate the power-good comparator which will deliberately trip the set. Block-type mains adaptors should not be used, and check any dubious multiplugs.

**Set trips permanently**

In this case the set remains dead or tries to start then immediately shuts down. This points to an over-voltage or, more usually, excess-current condition. Check and resolder the possible dry-joints listed above – you will need to anyway! – and check that R950 is up to standard (if in doubt, replace it). But the most common cause is a short in the line output stage, either the x line output transistor Q751 (BU2508AF, Hitachi specification).
or a disc-ceramic tuning capacitor (values vary, but the offender will usually put its hands up!). When replacing the transistor, check very carefully for dry-joints in the line driver area and replace the line driver transistor if you are unsure about it. Very often the customer will complain about a shifted picture before the failure. Check and resolder the through-board links by the jungle chip as well to avoid a recall: there is also a hidden one next to IC950.

If the line output stage is blameless, the next favourite is the audio output stage, which is based on IC4000. Not surprisingly, damage here is usually caused by someone adding extension speakers. Failure can take out part of the 26V rail, Q951 often being damaged.

If the set works when brought into the workshop, suspect that someone has put an audio phono lead in the 18V supply for the IR speaker extender. This can result in R975 (22Ω, 2W) overheating slightly – the supply regulator IC953 usually survives. A knock-on effect is that the audio item connected doesn’t take too kindly to 18V in a signal path, the result being another repair!

The next suspect in line is the field output IC – very often repeatedly switching the set on will reveal field collapse or half a raster.

If the set is still tripping, it’s time to check the protection circuitry. The circuits themselves are quite reliable, so they are generally responding to a fault – don’t be tempted disconnect them and look for where the smoke comes from! The 26V line carries quite a current, and if the relevant trip is disconnected there can be a minor explosion. The value of R766 (emitter of Q751) is critical (1Ω, 10W, 5%).

As previously described, the trip circuitry is based on IC950. To isolate all the trips (beware!!) desolder pin 12 (earth) of the IC. A better course is to remove each diode in turn – remembering that the last one to be disconnected will be the faulty one...

Hum bar
A hum bar on the screen can be caused by the degaussing circuit in later sets without the relay. A modification sheet is available to re-install the relay if necessary – the idea is to prevent any current what-
soever flowig via the coils once degaussing has been achieved. It also has the advantage that
degaussing is controlled by the 5V line, so a set left in standby will be
degaussed at switch on. It's a fairly
involved modification, so make
sure that this is the cause of the fault – by temporarily disconnecting
the coils first.

Field and EW circuits
In the large-screen models the
field/EW chip IC601 is a conven-
tional TDA8350Q. It’s fed by the
27V supply, which is derived from
pin 5 of the LOPT, with flyback
boost derived from the 200V sup-
ply. This IC is more reliable than in
other chassis because, in most
models, a separate EW MOSFET
driver (Q601) is used – the design-
ers felt that IC601 ran too hot when
its internal EW amplifier is used.
The smaller-screen models may not
have Q601 fitted, instead using
IC601's amplifier pins 11 and 12.

Most faults here are confined to the
IC, dry-joints and dried-out capacitors. One ‘fault’ that can be
misleading is when the lower half
of the picture is blanked out
because someone has switched on
the blanking in the vertical adjust-
ment menu! This is always handy
as a test for some know-all who
isn’t familiar with the chassis ...

Audio stages
Basic versions of the chassis use
IC4000 (TDA7263M). As previ-
ously mentioned, it can short inter-
ally. Remove it to check if it’s the
cause of tripping – often there’s a
hole in the side! An intermittent
crackle can be caused by a through-
board connection by the IC. Check
the connections to R4005 – it can
be missed, as it’s hidden between
two capacitors – and R4009.

Switching and stereo processing is
carried out by IC400
(TDA9875). Fortunately it doesn’t
seem to cause much trouble, as
the switching circuits are a nightmare –
especially as shown in the manual!

The only fault I’ve had here was
distortion with one AV input. It was
caused by the IC.

If fitted, the Dolby circuit uses a
Yamaha YSS241 chip in conjunc-
tion with IC400. It’s virtually troul-
ble-free. Any odd buzzes are usu-
ally caused by incorrect cable route-
ing. External amplifier-speakers are
used, so the outputs are via four phono
plugs. Understandably, not much happens when a customer
connects conventional speakers to these outputs!

The original Dolby sets came
with IR wireless speakers. The
advantages were dubious – a
power lead to each speaker was
still required. More seriously, there
were pops, crackles, drop-outs and
hisses, especially with non-Dolby
broadcasts. Conventional amplifi-
er-speakers were supplied with
later sets.

The signals circuitry
As with most modern sets, this area
is relatively trouble-free. On the
odd occasion the tuner fails, with
predictable symptoms. The scart
sockets can be changed to AV, RGB
or S-Video via the menus. Scart-1
doesn’t always switch when pre-
sented with an AV signal, or choos-
es RGB which is incompatible with

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: HT voltages for different models</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Model</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2156/2186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2156/2186 (later version)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2566/2586/2856/2866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24/28W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24/28W (Panasonic CRT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2866/2966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2556 (Toshiba CRT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*originally 149V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
some Sky boxes. It is usually best to use Scart-2 for satellite reception and force AV mode through the “More...” menu.

The processor used varies. Early models were fitted with a TDA8375, which was subsequently changed to a TDA8843 then a TDA8841. These ICs are not interchangeable, and care must be taken that a replacement has the correct suffix — there are six possibilities.

Unstable text and on-screen displays are usually caused by a dried-out capacitor in the deflection circuit — C601 (220µF, 35V).

Poor picture is a complaint you get occasionally, usually described as being over-bright or with loss of detail. The picture is usually fine at switch on, but the contrast gradually increases until the controls won’t go low enough, with corresponding overshoot. Much time can be wasted looking for a heat-related fault. The cause of the problem is our old friend the earthing points on the PCB. The problem areas are around IC501 and between the LOP and the field output IC. All the through-holes here must be reworked carefully — on both sides of the PCB, as a resistance of only a couple of ohms can wreak havoc with the picture. Any apparent beam-limiter faults are also usually caused by problems in this area, though tapping the PCB will rarely cause the symptom, suggesting that there’s a component fault.

The brain
The microcontroller chip IC001 is an 80-pin surface-mounted device, type SAA5296/7. The difference between them is the location of the program code, which is internal with the SAA5297 but external, in EPROM IC002, with the SAA5296, an interface chip (IC003) being required. Remember that this is not the same as the settings EEPROM which, in both cases, is IC005 (type ST24W16). IC004 is an analogue switch that’s used to route the I²C bus.

As in most chassises the microcontroller chip is very reliable: replacement is usually unnecessary and can cause all sorts of other problems. If there is a problem, start with the EEPROM and then look for a load on the I²C bus caused by another part of the circuitry. Check for oscillation at pins 57 and 58 (12MHz crystal) of IC001.

Random channel changes and/or volume changes can be caused by a noisy 5V rail, dry-joints, a faulty IR receiver or the front-panel switches (check by replacement in both cases). Make sure that the set isn’t tripping and resetting the micro. Carry out a very careful inspection of the PCB around the customer controls — spillage here can cause all sorts of trouble.

Remember that the LED should glow bright, then dim as the set comes out of standby. To bring it out, press and hold the P+ button: if the light doesn’t dim, investigation in the microcontroller area will have to be carried out. More often it dims then reverses to bright: this is a trip condition, and investigation should take place elsewhere as previously outlined.

For those not familiar with Hitachi tuning systems, to tune the set press and hold the menu button. An additional line (install) will appear, enabling the tuning function. A quick method of temporarily tuning a channel is to use the CH button on the remote-control unit and type in its number.

The service menu
Access to the service menu is similar to earlier models. Select menu then press vol- and vol+ on the front panel simultaneously for about five seconds until another three lines appear: install, service and exit service. This may take a few tries, as it can be a bit fiddly. I am extremely reluctant to adjust anything in the service mode — unless I know that someone else hasn’t been so cautious!

Adjustment of the geometry and so on is fairly straightforward, but do remember to check all resolution modes after any changes. As always, it makes sense to make a note of the settings — some software uses bargraphs, some numbers. Cathode level is best set at 77V with a test pattern, though the manual originally suggested 84V or 91V — GoldStar CRTs can overrun and trip the set at this level.

The details of the set can be found under options. The size of the screen is important here, though usually the Model number is W2D/TN instead of -410 and -510.

Under options you will see two extra lines that might be unfamiliar — shipping mode and factory mode. Shipping mode does what it says — returns the settings to default. This is useful if the memory is hopelessly corrupted. Factory mode, like formatting a hard disk, falls into the “don’t even think about it” category. The set will not know what it is. If you are determined to do it, make a shadow copy of the data first. It’s usually best to obtain a replacement EEPROM and tweak it as required. When adjustments have been completed, remember to go to ‘exit service menu’ to memorise and return the set to standby.

Odd complaints with early sets, such as inaccessible text pages, inability to tune in higher channels or problems with Sky remote compatibility, can be resolved by changing the EEPROM to one with software version 3.0. Press menu repeatedly in the service mode to see which version is running. Problems are usually confined to versions lower than 2.0.

In conclusion
Once the dry-joints have been dealt with and modifications have been carried out this is a very reliable chassis. The A8 and A20 that followed it are similar, but use switching regulators in the LT circuits. This solves the dry-joint problem here, though the through-board links are still a problem, especially on the digital processing panel.

Following these chassises, Hitachi pulled out of European CRT-based TV set production to concentrate on plasma displays. Current large-screen Hitachi sets use the ubiquitous Vestel 11AK19 and 11AK33 chassis, with minor modifications to the trip circuits and software.

My thanks to Dave Evans, Hitachi TL0 supremo, and Hitachi's computer brain dump for assistance with this article.
During the early Fifties I was invited to go on a course on television at Murphy Radio Ltd., Welwyn Garden City. This was a major event in my life. Nowadays we travel all over the world without a thought. In those days London was a distant city. There were not many cars on the roads – only bosses had them! So the journey was to London on the LMS then, via the underground, to Kings Cross to join the local LNER service to Welwyn Garden City. During this latter part of the journey I had my first glimpse of the TV transmitting aerial at Alexandra Palace, the only one in the country at the time.

Our landlady

I can’t remember the name of our landlady – there were about six of us engineers. She was a formidable lady whose husband had been ordered to sleep in the garden shed to make room for us! Her view seemed to be that everyone who hailed from north of Watford lived in a cave. I was bottom of the pile when she discovered that I was from Stoke-on-Trent. So I ended up in the attic bedroom with an engineer from Rugeley.

At breakfast she told us the rules of the house. In before 10.30 p.m., no keys. She then enquired if anyone played whist? Everyone decided that they were not familiar with cards. Obviously she would have had to win!

At the factory

The next day we assembled in a small class room at the factory. We were, in this unfamiliar environment, going to learn about the mysteries of TV circuitry. There were two tutors. I remember spending much of the first morning on the principles of the blocking oscillator, which was widely used as a TV timebase generator. We were then introduced to the complex TV signal waveform, interlacing, sync separation, the thyratron and other matters.

After lunch in the works canteen we were shown the workbenches where we would do our practical work. They would be condemned outright today. The benches were made of Dexion angle with a chipboard surface, and along the front there were power sockets coupled by conduit we were told we mustn’t touch while looking at the test sets as they were earthing! Some of the sets had chassis that were at half mains potential, so there would be no way of escaping an electric shock. We were told to keep our left hand in our pocket. No isolating transformers in those days!

The main Murphy TV product at the time was Model V114, a heavy beast with a huge power transformer on the bottom chassis. It produced a killer mains-derived 6kV supply for the set’s 12in CRT. A UUV full-wave rectifier valve was used to produce the HT supply. Even the vision IF detector was a small, clip-in thermionic valve - there were no semiconductor devices in those days!

After dinner at our lodging – there was still food rationing at the time – some of us went to the factory canteen where, in a darkened corner, there were some chairs around the god we were going to worship in our future years – a large 12in. console TV. At that time programmes ran from 8 to 10 p.m., not counting breakdowns during which an interlude was shown. We saw a plough going up and down a field. Don’t forget that in those days all programmes were live. Even so, it all seemed to be a miracle. We couldn’t foresee what the future would hold.

Our training lasted for six more days. It included an introduction to the new idea of deriving the EHT supply from the flyback pulses in the line timebase. We thought this wouldn’t catch on, because of poor regulation. There was nothing like a sharp scanning line with good regulation, provided by a lethal mains-derived supply!

The sets

The construction of the sets in the early Fifties would not be believed today. Their heavy metal, sprayed chassis would nowadays satisfy a car body shop inspection. The cabinets were made of highly-polished wood. De luxe sets had folding doors. Genuine, lovely pieces of furniture – no plastic then!

Later, one de luxe Murphy set had a 15in CRT that was operated at 15kV derived from the mains. The EHT generator circuit was at the base of the large cabinet. It used two EHT valve rectifiers in a voltage-doubling arrangement. This was a real killer – I’ve seen a one-and-a-half inch arc-over. You had to make sure that the large smoothing capacitors were discharged with an earth lead. If you discharged them with a screwdriver its tip would be blown off!

Return

We returned to our workshops to await our turn in the evolution of television – the opening of the Sutton Coldfield transmitter.
## TV/STAND-BY MOD KITS

- **MITSUBISHI**: 
  - CTV5STX: TDA 8178S, MITSKIT1
  - CTV5GSTX: TDA 8178S, MITSKIT1
  - CTV5V1S: TDA 8178S, MITSKIT1
  - CTV5V1D: TDA 8178S, MITSKIT1
  - CT26A1V1D: TDA 8178S, MITSKIT1
  - CT26A1V1BDS: TDA 8178S, MITSKIT1
  - CT26A1V1B: TDA 8178S, MITSKIT1
  - CT26A1V1B: TDA 8178S, MITSKIT1
  - CT26A1V1B: TDA 8178S, MITSKIT1
  - CT26A1V1B: TDA 8178S, MITSKIT1
  - CT26A1V1B: TDA 8178S, MITSKIT1
  - CT26A1V1B: TDA 8178S, MITSKIT1
  - CT26A1V1B: TDA 8178S, MITSKIT1
  - CT26A1V1B: TDA 8178S, MITSKIT1

- **NEIINIKKAI**: 
  - CE52 CHASSIS: PSU, NIKKIKIT1
  - CS52 CHASSIS: PSU, NIKKIKIT1

- **SAMSUNG**: 
  - CS5944: FRAME, SAMSKIT2
  - CS9944: FRAME, SAMSKIT2
  - VK310: PSU, SAMSUNGKIT1
  - VK310: PSU, SAMSUNGKIT1
  - VK351: PSU, SAMSUNGKIT1
  - V1375: PSU, SAMSUNGKIT1
  - V1395: PSU, SAMSUNGKIT1
  - V1375: PSU, SAMSUNGKIT1

- **SHARP**: 
  - 51CS09H: PSU, SHARPKIT1
  - 51CS09H: PSU, SHARPKIT1
  - 56FW59H: PSU & DOBLY, MODKIT45
  - 59CS09H: PSU, SHARPKIT1
  - 59CS09H: PSU, SHARPKIT1
  - 59CS09H: PSU, SHARPKIT1
  - 59CS09H: PSU, SHARPKIT1
  - 59CS09H: PSU, SHARPKIT1
  - 59CS09H: PSU, SHARPKIT1
  - 59CS09H: PSU, SHARPKIT1
  - 59FW59H: PSU & DOBLY, MODKIT45
  - 59FW59H: PSU & DOBLY, MODKIT45
  - 59FW59H: PSU & DOBLY, MODKIT45
  - 59FW59H: PSU & DOBLY, MODKIT45
  - 59FW59H: PSU & DOBLY, MODKIT45
  - 59FW59H: PSU & DOBLY, MODKIT45
  - 59FW59H: PSU & DOBLY, MODKIT45
  - 59FW59H: PSU & DOBLY, MODKIT45
  - 59FW59H: PSU & DOBLY, MODKIT45
  - 59FW59H: PSU & DOBLY, MODKIT45
  - 59FW59H: PSU & DOBLY, MODKIT45

- **SONY**: 
  - SLV151HB: VCR - PSU, MODKIT40
  - SLV77UB: VCR - PSU, MODKIT40

- **THOMSON**: 
  - 29ZQ400: THOMKIT2
  - 30ZQ990: THOMKIT1
  - IC7 CHASSIS: TDA 8178F, THOMKIT1
  - IC7 CHASSIS: FRAME, THOMKIT1
  - IC7 CHASSIS: TDA 8178F, THOMKIT1
  - IC7 CHASSIS: FRAME, THOMKIT1
  - IC3 CHASSIS: FRAME, THOMKIT1
  - IC3 CHASSIS: EAST/WEST, THOMKIT1
  - IC3 CHASSIS: EAST/WEST, THOMKIT1
  - IC3 CHASSIS: EAST/WEST, THOMKIT1
  - IC3 CHASSIS: EAST/WEST, THOMKIT1
  - IC3 CHASSIS: EAST/WEST, THOMKIT1
  - IC3 CHASSIS: EAST/WEST, THOMKIT1

- **NEW ARRIVAL!!**
  - Philips L01.1E Chassis PSU Repair Kit
  - Fits the following models:
    - 28PT4457/05, 28PW5407/05, 28PW6006/05
  - Order Code: MODKIT50
  - Price: £ 18.00 + vat

- **NEW ARRIVAL!!**
  - Vestel 11AK31 Chassis PSU Repair Kit
  - Fits the following brands:
    - Bush, Goodman, Hitachi, Toshiba
    - Models BD2851S, BD2951S, BD2581S, BD3251S
  - Order Code: MODKIT51
  - Price: £ 10.00 + vat
Digital Satellite Accessories

**Sky™ Digital Remote & TV Link Eye Combination**

Order Code: SKYPACK1
Price: £ 16.00 + vat each
5 + £ 14.50 + vat each
Carriage Charged at £ 5.00 + vat

**Sky™ Digital Remote Controls**

Order Code: RCSKY
Price: £ 7.95 + vat
5 or more £ 7.45 + vat each
10 + £ 6.95 + vat each
Carriage Charged at £ 5.00 + vat

**Sky™ Digital TV Link Eye**

Order Code: TVLINKEYE
Price: £ 10.00 + vat
5 + £ 7.99 + vat each

**SLx Link Eye**

Order Code: 27833R
Price: £ 5.80 + vat each
10 or more £ 4.80 + vat each
Carriage Charged at £ 5.00 + vat

**SLx Amp By Pass Kit**

Order Code: 27829R
Price: £ 5.00 + vat

Satellite Repair / Mod Kits

**Amstrad DRX100**

Tuner Repair Kit
Order Code: SATKIT35
Price: £ 1.40 + vat

PSU Reliability Kit
Order Code: SATKIT36
Price: £ 12.00 + vat

PSU Repair Kit
Order Code: SATKIT37
Price: £ 13.50 + vat

**Amstrad DRX100**

Digital Satellite Receiver Repair Kit
Order Code: SATKIT34A
Price: £ 10.00 + vat

**Amstrad DRX100**

Digital Satellite Receiver Repair Kit
Order Code: SATKIT34B
Price: £ 10.00 + vat

**Amstrad DRX100**

Digital Satellite Receiver Repair Kit
Order Code: SATKIT34C
Price: £ 10.00 + vat

**Grundig GDS200**

Digital Satellite Receiver Repair Kit
Order Code: SATKIT34D
Price: £ 4.00 + vat

**Grundig GDS200 / GDS300**

Digital Satellite Receiver Repair Kit
Order Code: SATKIT34E
Price: £ 4.00 + vat

Digital Satellite Receivers Fan Kit

Suitable for Amstrad DRX100, DRX200, Grundig GDR200, GDS200, Pace Digibox plus many more analogue makes and models

Order Code: FANKIT1
Price: £ 10.00 + vat

Panasonic Digital Satellite Receiver Fan Kit

Suitable for Panasonic TU-DSB20/30, TU-DSB31/35

Order Code: FANKIT2
Price: £ 15.00 + vat

**Grundig Digital Satellite Receivers Reliability Kit**

These kits contain capacitors that are generally of higher specification than those fitted by the manufacturers.

**GDS200**

Early PSU
DS00385 Rev C
Kit Contains 9 capacitors
Code: RELKIT34A
Price: £ 4.00 + vat

**GDS200 / GDS300**

Later PSU
DS00375 Rev A
DS00385 Rev F
Kit Contains 11 capacitors
Code: RELKIT34B
Price: £ 4.00 + vat

**GDS200 / GDS300**

Later PSU
Rev 03
Kit Contains 13 capacitors
Code: RELKIT34C
Price: £ 4.00 + vat

**GDS300**

Samsung PSU
PSSH370603B
Kit Contains 13 capacitors
Code: RELKIT34D
Price: £ 4.00 + vat

**GDS300**

Samsung PSU
PSSH370603B
Kit Contains 13 capacitors
Code: RELKIT34E
Price: £ 4.00 + vat
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3202</td>
<td></td>
<td>3206</td>
<td></td>
<td>3208</td>
<td></td>
<td>3210</td>
<td></td>
<td>3212</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3214</td>
<td></td>
<td>3216</td>
<td></td>
<td>3218</td>
<td></td>
<td>3220</td>
<td></td>
<td>3222</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3224</td>
<td></td>
<td>3226</td>
<td></td>
<td>3228</td>
<td></td>
<td>3230</td>
<td></td>
<td>3232</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3236</td>
<td></td>
<td>3238</td>
<td></td>
<td>3240</td>
<td></td>
<td>3242</td>
<td></td>
<td>3244</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3246</td>
<td></td>
<td>3248</td>
<td></td>
<td>3250</td>
<td></td>
<td>3252</td>
<td></td>
<td>3254</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3256</td>
<td></td>
<td>3258</td>
<td></td>
<td>3260</td>
<td></td>
<td>3262</td>
<td></td>
<td>3264</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3266</td>
<td></td>
<td>3268</td>
<td></td>
<td>3270</td>
<td></td>
<td>3272</td>
<td></td>
<td>3274</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3276</td>
<td></td>
<td>3278</td>
<td></td>
<td>3280</td>
<td></td>
<td>3282</td>
<td></td>
<td>3284</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3286</td>
<td></td>
<td>3288</td>
<td></td>
<td>3290</td>
<td></td>
<td>3292</td>
<td></td>
<td>3294</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3296</td>
<td></td>
<td>3298</td>
<td></td>
<td>3300</td>
<td></td>
<td>3302</td>
<td></td>
<td>3304</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3306</td>
<td></td>
<td>3308</td>
<td></td>
<td>3310</td>
<td></td>
<td>3312</td>
<td></td>
<td>3314</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3316</td>
<td></td>
<td>3318</td>
<td></td>
<td>3320</td>
<td></td>
<td>3322</td>
<td></td>
<td>3324</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3326</td>
<td></td>
<td>3328</td>
<td></td>
<td>3330</td>
<td></td>
<td>3332</td>
<td></td>
<td>3334</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3336</td>
<td></td>
<td>3338</td>
<td></td>
<td>3340</td>
<td></td>
<td>3342</td>
<td></td>
<td>3344</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3346</td>
<td></td>
<td>3348</td>
<td></td>
<td>3350</td>
<td></td>
<td>3352</td>
<td></td>
<td>3354</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3356</td>
<td></td>
<td>3358</td>
<td></td>
<td>3360</td>
<td></td>
<td>3362</td>
<td></td>
<td>3364</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3366</td>
<td></td>
<td>3368</td>
<td></td>
<td>3370</td>
<td></td>
<td>3372</td>
<td></td>
<td>3374</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3376</td>
<td></td>
<td>3378</td>
<td></td>
<td>3380</td>
<td></td>
<td>3382</td>
<td></td>
<td>3384</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3386</td>
<td></td>
<td>3388</td>
<td></td>
<td>3390</td>
<td></td>
<td>3392</td>
<td></td>
<td>3394</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Konig Replacement Remote Controls**

**Price:** £ 6.50 + vat each

This is just a selection of Konig Remote controls that we stock.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BUZ91A</td>
<td>£0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUZ96B</td>
<td>£0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUZ96C</td>
<td>£1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUZ96D</td>
<td>£1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUZ96E</td>
<td>£1.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUZ98A</td>
<td>£1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUZ98B</td>
<td>£1.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUZ98C</td>
<td>£1.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUZ98D</td>
<td>£2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUZ98E</td>
<td>£2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUZ99A</td>
<td>£2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUZ99B</td>
<td>£2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUZ99C</td>
<td>£3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUZ99D</td>
<td>£3.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUZ99E</td>
<td>£3.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUZ99F</td>
<td>£3.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUZ99G</td>
<td>£4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUZ99H</td>
<td>£4.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUZ99I</td>
<td>£4.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUZ99J</td>
<td>£4.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUZ99K</td>
<td>£4.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUZ99L</td>
<td>£5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUZ99M</td>
<td>£5.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUZ99N</td>
<td>£5.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUZ99O</td>
<td>£5.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUZ99P</td>
<td>£5.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUZ99Q</td>
<td>£6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUZ99R</td>
<td>£6.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUZ99S</td>
<td>£6.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUZ99T</td>
<td>£6.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUZ99U</td>
<td>£7.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUZ99V</td>
<td>£7.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUZ99W</td>
<td>£7.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUZ99X</td>
<td>£7.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUZ99Y</td>
<td>£8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUZ99Z</td>
<td>£8.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUZ99AA</td>
<td>£8.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUZ99AB</td>
<td>£8.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUZ99AC</td>
<td>£9.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUZ99AD</td>
<td>£9.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUZ99AE</td>
<td>£9.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUZ99AF</td>
<td>£9.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUZ99AG</td>
<td>£10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUZ99AH</td>
<td>£10.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUZ99AI</td>
<td>£10.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUZ99AJ</td>
<td>£10.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUZ99AK</td>
<td>£11.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUZ99AL</td>
<td>£11.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUZ99AM</td>
<td>£11.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUZ99AN</td>
<td>£11.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUZ99AO</td>
<td>£12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUZ99AP</td>
<td>£12.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUZ99AQ</td>
<td>£12.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUZ99AR</td>
<td>£12.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUZ99AS</td>
<td>£13.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUZ99AT</td>
<td>£13.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUZ99AU</td>
<td>£13.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUZ99AV</td>
<td>£13.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUZ99AW</td>
<td>£14.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUZ99AX</td>
<td>£14.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUZ99AY</td>
<td>£14.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUZ99AZ</td>
<td>£14.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please note that this is a very small selection of the transistors and IC's that we stock.

We stock a full range of Japanese Transistors 2SB, 2SC, 2SD, 2SJ, 2SK series, Diodes, CMOS, TTL, Logic ICs, Computer ICs, Zener Diodes, etc.
### Line Output Transformers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part No</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>04371402J</td>
<td>LOT02</td>
<td>£12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>043712000</td>
<td>LOT02</td>
<td>£12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43700000</td>
<td>LOT02</td>
<td>£12.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### CD Pick Ups and Mechanisms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part No</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CDM12.1 Mechanism</td>
<td>£14.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KHM22000</td>
<td>£60.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVD Laser</td>
<td>£40.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KSS 210A Original</td>
<td>£11.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KSS 210A Replacement</td>
<td>£9.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KSS 210 B</td>
<td>£15.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Check out our Online Catalogue at [www.grandata.co.uk](http://www.grandata.co.uk)
Engineering madness
I know few people in this trade who, at some point, haven’t suffered from a moment of madness. You know the sort of thing – that totally scrap unit sitting on your bench, fit only for the skip, but somehow you feel tempted to repair it. One such item adorned my bench recently, a Panasonic SAHT70 DVD home cinema system with a five-DVD auto-changer mechanism. The unit had been struck by lightning, and the customer’s insurance company had paid for a replacement. I had acquired the scrap unit and decided, during a brief lapse from normal business sense, that it would look rather nice in my living room. So I set about removing the lid in order to investigate further.

The power supply
The unit was completely dead, and a quick inspection of the power PCB revealed a scorch mark and several vapourised printed tracks. As with other models in this series, power is derived from a large transformer. It has multiple wires and is brought into circuit by a relay that’s operated by the microcontroller chip. A separate transformer, TS02, provides a standby supply via a 5V regulator circuit that’s based around Q592. It was in this area of the circuitry that the vapourisation had occurred: Q592 itself had gone short-circuit.

I replaced Q592 and remade the missing tracks. But when I tested the unit it was still dead. A quick check at the output of the regulator produced a voltage reading of only 1.5V. So it was obviously severely overloaded and, as it supplies power directly to the microcontroller chip IC601 and its associated circuitry, I came to the conclusion that this IC had suffered during the lightning strike and was in need of replacement. It’s a 100-pin flat-pack device which is mounted on the front PCB. To gain access to this when the unit is dead you first have to open the tray. A special hex tool is required for this purpose. You insert the tool underneath the unit and turn it clockwise to open the drawer.

The 5V standby supply was normal once a new microcontroller chip had been obtained and fitted, and the standby LED on the front panel lit up. Pressing the power switch had no effect however. Checks around IC601 revealed that its reset pin 18 was being held low permanently. Reset is provided by the digital transistor Q601, which was short-circuit collector-to-emitter. After fitting a replacement I found that the power switch, when pressed, now operated the relay to activate the main power supply.

I was greeted with the Panasonic welcome message in the display. This was followed by immediate shutdown of the system, which reverted to standby. Clearly some kind of protection mode was in operation, but testing was going to be difficult as there was an on period of only two seconds.

A multi-regulator chip, IC502 (type STK470-050A), provides the main supplies in this model. Cold checks around it revealed a faulty PCB-mounted fuse, FP549. Hoping that I would be lucky, I replaced this fuse and reapplied power. Naturally the fuse immediately failed. So an order for a new STK470-050A regulator went off to Panasonic.

The regulator is mounted on the main PCB and, to gain access, a complete strip-down is required. The replacement duly arrived and was fitted. At last the power supply ran normally and the unit remained on. It accepted and read a DVD disc, but several faults remained. There was no audio from any of the outputs, including the auxiliary sockets; the remote-control system didn’t function; and the five-disc auto-changer didn’t work correctly. Returning to the front panel, I found that the remote-control problem was easy to solve – by replacing the IR sensor Z601.

The mechanical problem
I decided to tackle the mechanical problem next. The unit would load a disc correctly. But when it was asked to change to another disc it ‘parked’ the first disc successfully then jammed. The cause of this was the disc-change solenoid, which failed to operate. Checks in the solenoid’s drive circuit revealed a short-circuit transistor. A replacement sorted out the mechanical problem, but not the missing audio one.

Loss of audio
The audio output from the DVD module is fed to the digital signal-processor (DSP) board. Here the analogue audio switch chip IC902 selects an input from either the DVD mechanism or the tuner pack. Checks showed that there was no output from this IC. Once a replacement had been fitted there was normal audio at the auxiliary output sockets, but elsewhere there was still no audio.

The unit uses a number of M5228 surface-mounted operational-amplifier ICs. These are common in Panasonic and Technics equipment and are prone to failure. I found that one such device, IC803 on the DSP board, was faulty. After its replacement there was normal audio from the front left-hand channel but from nowhere else. Turning my attention to the main panel I found another defective M5228 chip, IC402. Replacement of this restored normal audio to the front speakers, but the surround-sound, sub-woofer and centre channels remained dead.

Extensive checks in the audio circuitry failed to reveal anything amiss. The only other clue was that the volume control behaved erratically. So I came to the conclusion that the digital signal processor chip IC801 on the DSP board was defective. A replacement was ordered and subsequently fitted, after which I was delighted to find that the sub-woofer and centre channels were now OK and that there was normal volume-control operation. But there was still a problem with the surround-sound rear channels.

There’s a small input board, which contains the scart socket etc., on the rear panel. Checks here showed where the surround sound was being lost. It passes through another M5228 op-amp, IC103. So a replacement was fitted.

Success at last!
The DVD home cinema system was at last fully operational. My sanity was also restored – until the next time!

Engineers are occasionally tempted to tackle a repair that’s obviously going to be uneconomic, maybe out of interest or for their own/family use. Adrian Gardiner describes such a job, with a Panasonic home cinema system.
The government has set up a Digital Action Plan with the aim of moving TV broadcasting to an all-digital basis by the year 2010. Various issues still have to be resolved however before homes can be converted to the all-digital dream. These involve aerial standards, signal distribution within the home, video recording and set-top boxes. J. LeJeune reports on the current situation

The government has shown some determination to move TV broadcasting to an all-digital basis by the year 2010 and is fairly confident that this target can be met. A number of technical issues remain to be resolved however before homes can be converted to the all-digital dream. These relate to the design and installation of suitable aerials, signal distribution within homes, video recording, and the design, development and supply of set-top boxes. To achieve the goal of an all-digital future post-2010, the government has set up a Digital Action Plan. Figure 1 shows its structure.

The Action Plan lays down the need for trials to ensure that householders will be able to replace all existing analogue TV equipment in their homes with corresponding digital devices. In fact the Go Digital project has already taken place, and highlighted the need to convert the whole house, not just the TV set in the living room, and a number of other issues.

Signal delivery

While some people think that the current use of UHF for terrestrial signal delivery is outdated and advocate satellite delivery instead, it has been shown that digital terrestrial delivery at UHF works well, exemplified by the success of Freeview with the public. This is offset to some extent by the still limited coverage provided by DTT, amounting to 75 per cent of the population, though the use of 16QAM (16 quadrature amplitude modulation) instead of 64QAM with four of the available multiplexes has greatly extended coverage.

There is also the problem of reception with portable TV sets, for which analogue remains more usable than digital reception. At present over 70 per cent of multi-channel reception is via sets situated in the living room. The extension of this facility to other, smaller sets around the home is considered by many to be rather too expensive and undertaking and possibly unnecessary. An increase in the field strength of the digital signals, as a result of a corresponding increase in the power output from transmitters, would help equate digital reception using portable sets with current analogue reception.

There are numerous alternatives to a power increase. The most viable are the provision of numerous Repeaters, diversity reception, the use of active deflectors, wireless distribution in the home at 5-8GHz, cable or Wi-Fi digital home networks and wired RF distribution systems. Each has its merits. These could be adopted individ-

Figure 1: Structure of the government's Digital Action Plan.
ually or in combination to provide the best answer to particular problems.

Reflected signals that result in multi-path reception are a problem with analogue reception, and because of this aerial positioning is sometimes tricky. DTT can cope with multi-path signals but, eventually, this distortion of the received signal adds so much unwanted rubbish that decoding ceases and reception abruptly ends. Diversity reception has much in its favour but is costly. Even without it, digital reception is more costly than analogue. There is also the problem that impulsive noise can mar the quality of reception in marginal signal areas. We have already learnt a lot about this.

Quality counts
For successful digital reception quality counts: from the aerial to the outlet socket, quality of construction coupled with good performance are of huge importance.

The addition of DTT signals was a disaster initially with a twenty year old analogue distribution system that had previously provided acceptable performance. Only when the cabling had been checked and some sections replaced, screened splitters and multi-taps had been fitted, and all outlet plates had been changed to take a combination of F connectors, could the digital performance be regarded as satisfactory.

The outlet plates were removed and blank plates drilled with a hole to take an F barrel connector were installed. The incoming cables were terminated with a right-angled F plug because many of the patress boxes were only the depth of the plaster. Flyleads to receivers or set-top boxes were replaced with ones of quality similar to distribution cabling, and appropriate plugs were fitted properly. Crimped F connectors were found to perform less well than the threaded type or the later 'snap 'n' seal' connectors, possibly because of cable deformation at the crimp. This does not solve the problems of reception with portable sets however: at the present time this remains a trial-and-error business.

DTT reception seems to be particularly vulnerable to the presence of impulsive noise, with momentary freezing of images and unpleasantly loud plops on sound. Several chipset manufacturers are working on spike-cancellation techniques, but these are specific to certain types of impulse spike and the problem remains largely unsolved.

Home-entertainment centres and signal distribution
The living room has already become the centre of a cluster of home-entertainment items, a trend that's expected to continue. An audio system, audio recorder, DVD player or recorder, VCR, satellite and/or DTT set-top box, maybe a dish positioner, a computer or games machine, a broadband internet modem and a cable set-top box could be present in any combination. It's likely that there will be a requirement for material from different sources to be played or displayed in different rooms in a house. The advent of HDTV will probably make analogue PAL UHF distribution unsuitable. The requirement for RGB distribution is a strong possibility. The feasibility of multi-channel home distribution at 5-8GHz is being studied, this frequency providing an alternative to the 2-4GHz slot that's rapidly becoming unusable because of signal congestion. The Wi-Fi 802.11 standard could be pressed into service for video-signal distribution though it remains relatively untested for this purpose.

Wired distribution systems are found in many homes. They provide the nearest thing to the concept of the all-digital home but are mainly used for the multi-point delivery of analogue TV and radio signals. Many of these simple distribution systems could be upgraded to carry digital signals. In many cases additions to the wiring will have to be more visible than that installed when the dwelling was built. External cabling is never pretty: foresight by home designers and builders may be the answer to this problem, with cable for current and possible future use installed at the time of construction.

An alternative is the use of coaxial cables plus several copper pairs wired from a central point to all rooms would be a boon to future installers, provided a standard that permits easy location and identification is adopted and adhered to.

An alternative is the use of domestic mains wiring to send signals from one room to another. This method of distribution is under development and several large schemes are being evaluated in the UK, Germany and Switzerland. Germany has a strict standard for such equipment.

Recording video
The advent of the personal video recorder (PVR) has made TV programmes much more readily accessible to the viewer. In addition to the time-shift facility, a programme can be recorded from the point where viewing is interrupted for some reason, enabling viewing to be resumed subsequently while, simultaneously, the remainder of
The development of several clever means of accessing recorded material directly via a graphical display of the contents of the disk drive will make the use of PVRs increasingly appealing. The fact that over thirty million analogue VCRs are installed in the UK alone makes changeover to a digital-only system a major problem, given the amount of pre-recorded analogue material and archive tapes that viewers will continue to want to use. Thus although digital technology may supplant analogue for all main home-entertainment and information purposes, there will still have to be a place for analogue in future digital homes.

Some manufacturers may make provision for analogue devices in their set-top boxes and PVRs. For a period there will be a niche market of this type, with recording on to hard disks, or DVD-R/RW drives. The transition to all digital will be blurred by continuing use of ‘legacy’ analogue equipment, both VCRs and receivers. All-digital receivers are more expensive, and many users of analogue receivers still in good condition will prefer to go digital by using a set-top box.

In late 2002 the TVAnytime Industry group agreed a standard for a hard-disk recorder with advanced features. It includes simple functions like programmed recording as well as advanced features and a degree of future-proofing.

In the period before the full ETSI standards are met, many manufacturers would use the digital delivery of PDC (programme delivery control) to enable recording to be timed by the metadata included in the SI (service information) layer of the data stream. Inevitably these would be ‘half-way’ products, preceding the advent of more sophisticated ETSI standards. Solution of the EPG problem has become an urgent matter, as the EIT (event information tables) are inefficient. At some stage receivers and recorders will both be capable of assembling a full programme database of schedules to ease timer programming.

**Set-top boxes**

The set-top box market for DTT is at present an open one, and consumers are confused about the different ‘features’ offered by the manufacturers. Work is continuing on a basic standard that provides customers with a range of facilities regarded as appropriate for a versatile yet reasonably-priced product. Naturally some manufacturers will want to introduce models that fall below such a standard while others will want to offer more. To avoid confusion, a ‘star’ rating system is under consideration.

**Interactive and enhanced TV**

Interactive and enhanced TV cause a degree of confusion for digital customers. Enhanced TV is in common use, providing supplementary data streams that can be selected via the remote-control keypad. The Sky News facility is a good example: this becomes interactive only when the viewer chooses to vote on a topic. Interactive TV requires a return path to the broadcaster of course. In the Sky case satellite viewers communicate back to Sky via a telephone link. Other means are provided by the mobile phone SMS service, while cable network subscribers are provided with a return path via the operator’s network to the data highway.

**Cable TV**

For cable TV subscribers additional services such as Video on Demand (VoD), a pay-TV service that delivers a film or feature to one customer only; information services such as time, weather, stock-exchange prices and football results; and a fast broadband connection to the internet make full use of the network’s return path. With most modern networks the upstream paths use a band of frequencies from 5-65MHz. Speed of data communication is ensured by the bandwidth of the coaxial and fibre-optic cabling used. Figure 2 shows a typical digital cable network arrangement.

**Data via telephone lines**

Telephone companies all over the world use ADSL and its derivative VDSL. The technology makes use of the existing copper-wire pairs that carry the telephone service, adding RF carriers in the range 200kHz to 2.2MHz modulated with digital data. Although the technology works well, the reach of the RF signals is restricted by line conditions. The length of the local loop cannot, at present, extend much more than 3km with new lines. VDSL (very high-speed digital subscriber line) technology is more difficult to implement, though many telephone companies are proposing such services. Despite their limitations, the xDSL services have the advantage that nearly everyone has a telephone connection. Figure 3 shows the ADSL signal spectrum.

**In conclusion**

The all-digital home will provide unparalleled versatility for obtaining entertainment, information and assistance. Electronic retailers should start to educate their customers about the offerings that will be available in the near future. But forget the silly applications – the intelligent dish, refrigerator and possibly vacuum cleaner. These will surely be gimmicks.

---

**Figure 3: The ADSL signal spectrum, with equally-spaced OFDM (orthogonal frequency-division multiplex) carriers.**
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Days of DC
I showed Keith Cummins' article Days of DC (May) to my dad. The subsequent reminiscences occupied the rest of the evening! There was the occasion when the local electricity supply, which came from the colliery power station, had a fault that caused smoke to come from just about every TV set and radio in the pit village. Then there was the customer who used TV coax for his electric fire and wondered why the lead got hotter than the fire!

Mention of the old Wylex plugs took us back. When some new houses were built in the village in the early Sixties the local electrician got the job of wiring them and fitted Wylex sockets throughout. People who subsequently moved in found that his was the only shop for miles around that sold the plugs. which were twice the price of ordinary ones!

Weren't there two types, 13A and 5A? I seem to remember that you could plug in a 13A plug then push in a 5A plug at the back. piggyback style. No, that's too bizarre - I must have dreamt it!

When I tired of using a brace and bit to drill holes for aerial leads in customers' window frames I bought an electric drill. Very modern and labour saving, but the problem was plugging it in - because of all the different sockets then in use. Some houses didn't have sockets at all, so you had to remove the living room light bulb and make your connection to the holder! Incidentally in those days a common DIY method of making the hole through the window frame was to repeatedly heat a poker and burn your way through!

I solved my connection problems by making up five short extension leads. Each had a different plug at one end and a 13A socket at the other. Because I am constitutionally unable to throw anything away, I still have this kit. A section of it is shown in the accompanying photograph (Photo 1). The strange object at the bottom, in the middle, is a Wylex plug, and there's a rear view of one just below top right.

I still have to wire up fiddly little 2A plugs from time to time because, in the Sixties, they were often fitted to power a TV distribution amplifier from the lighting circuit.

Bill Wright, Micklingham, Rotherham.

I enjoyed Keith Cummins' article on DC mains supplies, and knew that car batteries could be charged from such a supply via a series load: I thought one used a light bulb of suitable power, but it was a long time ago!

Mains regulation remained a problem much later, with the power cuts about forty years ago. A local dealer I knew received hundreds of service calls for adjustments and explanations about what was happening. While lack of width was easy to explain to customers. I recollect that Bush TV sets could respond to a low mains supply by producing a picture with no sound! Most calls required just 'twiddling' and explanation during the day when the voltage was nearer normal.

In those days people dreaded tube failure, hence the popularity of TV rental. But I have several colour sets in use that still produce fine pictures despite being over twenty years old!

Philip H. Bearman, New Barnet, Herts.

Keith Cummins' account of his grandfather charging a car battery from a DC mains supply, using an electric fire in series reminded me of a design for a DIY light dimmer I once saw in an electronics book that dated from the Fifties. The dimmer, intended for theatrical use, consisted of a vertically mounted section of drainpipe that was sealed at the bottom with bitumen and filled with a saltwater solution. Connections were made to an electrode at the bottom of the pipe and to another one mounted on a plunger that could be moved up and down inside, thus providing a variable resistance to dim the mains-powered lighting.

Health and safety at work? No chance!

Martin McCluskey, Bishop Auckland, Co. Durham.

Digital picture quality
I have to disagree with Gerald Gutteridge who maintains (letters. May) that digital transmissions provide a better picture than analogue ones. The point is, you can't get more out than you put in. Where there's no significant scene change from frame to frame the digital picture is indeed very good - because the system is not being stretched. When there's a bit of lateral movement however, or a few quick scene changes, the picture looks a lot less good: there are lots of motion artefacts (pixelation), depending on the bandwidth (bit rate) allocated to the particular channel. An easy way of looking at the problem of football and rugby players with digital TV. Analogue viewers shouldn't feel left out here, as most OBs are digital from end to end - so you can preview digital artefacts on your analogue set now. The last few rugby matches from Twickenham demonstrate this perfectly. I've seen the future and it stinks - pixelates if you like!

The minimum bit rate for decent digital TV is apparently about 4Mbits/sec. This is for an average programme. What are the broadcasters using? I know for a fact that for some rugby games OBs have used as low a rate as 2Mbits/sec. The result is horrendous - sub-VHS quality. A complete multiplex has (used to have?)
Naiko spares
In the May editorial you asked about spares for Naiko equipment. These are available from Naiko UK Ltd., Naiko House, Spear Fir, Bardsley, Leeds, LS17 9EA. The phone number is 0193 757 9888.
Dove Packham, Leeds.

Sharp probes
In his recent workshop equipment feature (March/April) Eugene Trundle mentioned that he didn’t know of any very sharp probes. We used to manufacture a set of ‘ultra-sharp’ meter probes that can easily penetrate solder resist, flux and even PVC cable. They received a favourable review in the January 1991 issue of Television. Unfortunately, because of the high cost of manufacture, we are no longer able to produce these probes. A limited number of sets are available however, priced at £12 per set plus £1.50 post and packing. Please send cheques to LMB Electronics, 301 Mawney Road, Romford, Essex, RM7 8DR. Our phone number is 01708 748 836.
Michael Bennett, LMB Electronics.

An unusual aerial rotator
I recently came across the accompanying picture (see Photo 2) which I took when in the Czech Republic two or three years ago. A unique aerial rotator, don’t you think?
Fernley J. Heath, C.E., Newton Abbot, Devon.

Clever baby
About a year ago a neighbour asked me to look at his set, a Proline Model 2811. The line output transformer had to be replaced because it was arcing. Recently the set was passed on to me as my neighbour had decided to update. The only fault I could see was lack of height and width. Easy I thought, low HT. I found a few dry-joints and thought that was it, but not so. Then I asked whether the remote-control unit was available.

Oh!” came the reply, “the baby plays with it all the time.” The penny then dropped. I entered the code and reset everything.

The question is, how can a year-old baby find the code, let alone upset all the settings?!
Jim Lesturf, Dagenham, Essex.

HELP

WANTED

Wanted: Reel-to-reel stereo tape recorder to borrow, buy or rent, possibly even a salvage unit. Equipment is required to transfer old family recordings. Phone Armando Guselli on 01923 896 941.

Wanted: I have several Philips/Marantz DCC recorders. Models 900/DD82, that date from the 1990s. They work fine but produce no audio output. If anyone has any ideas or can help, I would be grateful. I suspect the DA or AD or the digital boards, the two plug-in boards in the middle of the main PCB. Philip Roshottom. Please email philip@mottob777.fsnet.co.uk

Wanted: Back-tension gauge for modern VCRs, e.g. Matsui. Tape-splicing kit for VHS tapes. Loading gear for the Philips Turbo deck as used in Models VR242/VR7229/VR7239 etc., part no. 4822 310 10657. TMP47C433AN38-42 processor chip and socket. Mains lead, telescopic FM aerial and battery cover for the Vega Selena transistor radio dating from 1980/1, or a set for spares. Have for disposal a large-screen colour TV set fitted with the Thorn 8800 chassis. R. Bailey, 22 Grebe Close, Waterlooville, Hants, PO8 9UT. Phone 023 9278 3811.

Wanted: Old half-inch diameter ferrite rods. Must be six inches or more long. Will pay very good money for them. Peter Tankard, 16A Birkenhead Road, Sheffield, S6 3NL. Phone 07931 463 823 (mobile) 9 a.m. to 10 p.m.

Wanted: Does anyone know of a source of spares for a Minato portable TV set? There are power supply problems. D.W. Davies, Emlyn Electronics, 119 Emlyn Avenue, Ebbs Vale, Gwent, NP23 5TZ. Phone 01495 307 256.

Wanted: Early (pre-1975) black-and-white and colour sets, equipment, picture monitors, spare parts, home-built equipment, manuals, catalogues etc. Please phone Keith Parker on 020 8422 5049 (Harrow, London).

For sale: Marconi TF866B LCR bridge in GWO with manual, £25. Manor Supplies Mk IV colour-bar etc. generator in GWO with manual £15. Samsung 131m. Synameter 3 colour monitor Model CVM496T7, works but colour drifts, £5. Box of assorted items with the following and more. £10: Thorn Model VR172L VCR (has tracking fault) with manual and remote-control unit; AENI transistor test set R2446; Panasonic KX-T240/3DEB UK answer-phone; Eclipse 36 chisel/plane honing guide with instructions; ultrasonic distance-measuring tool with user guide. All proceeds go to charity. Buyer collects (Bishop’s Stortford, Herts). Phone David Martin on 01279 506 212 or email dandmartin@ntlworld.com

Wanted: For spares, Quad 33, 34 or 44 pre-amplifiers and 303 or 405 power amplifiers, also modules and boards for these models, preferably non-workers. Phone Mike on 01758 613 790.

Wanted: I would like to be able to vary the playback speed with a radio-CD player – quite a few very low-priced and attractive units are available at present. The problem is that dance music is not always recorded on CDs at the correct speed, while it is desirable to be able to vary the speed for teaching or practice purposes. Presumably the frequency of the drive to the motor would have to be made adjustable. Equipment with a variable-speed feature is available commercially, but the price is prohibitive and features that are not strictly necessary are included. I would appreciate guidance from anyone who might know how to carry out this modification. D.N. Wellings, P1E, Northbde, Shurton, Stogursey, Bridgwater, TA5 1QE. Phone 01278 732 099.

Wanted: Chopper transformer for the Panasonic TX-25W3 etc. (Euro 1 chassis). Part no: 5451708900, cct ref: T639. Rod Tyler, Tyler TV. Phone: 01798 342210 e-mail r@tyler60.fsnet.co.uk

Wanted: Circuit diagram for the removable front panel in a Sony Car Radio Model XR-U301RDS – alternatively an old/replacement front panel would be much appreciated. Phone Graham on 01905 371504 (evenings) or e-mail graham.ward@lineone.net

Wanted: One supply brake assembly item 148 part no. 641C529010 for the Mitsubishi VCR Model HS-B20/30. or just the rubber tube. Phone Graham Bond on 01179 966 6667 or email: GRAHAMBOND_GBVS@msn.com
Winter conditions continued during March and there was very little terrestrial DXTV reception to report. A minor Sporadic E opening occurred on the 6th, with reception of RAI (Italy) ch. IA from 9.20 p.m. onwards. On the 21st Peter Schubert (Rainham) received unidentified SpE programming in ch. E3. Cyril Willis (King’s Lynn) has nothing to report other than meteor-shower pings.

Conditions are better down under, where Robert Copeman (Melbourne) reports that the SpE season was good. Nothing exotic, but the usual stations were received. Autumn is approaching there, and the signals are fading away. Unlike the situation here in Europe, there has been no closedown of Low Band (Band 1) transmitters – VHF is still a main spectrum for TV transmission, and DTT is a long way off! Satellite transmissions are on the increase, especially for far-flung island groups where a single downlink can give coverage over a wide area. Fiji Television for example has invested heavily to bring Fiji 1 and six pay-TV channels to the island group. The main problem there could be the reliability of electricity supplies in remote areas.

It seems that in New Zealand people who sign up for Sky Network NZ often find that the dish installer hasn’t reconnected the terrestrial TV aerial. Thus viewers are deprived of their local UHF transmissions. This appears to be a specific installation instruction.

**Satellite sightings**

March was marked by much violence. There were the train bombings in Madrid on the 11th, with over 190 rush-hour commuters being killed. The sombre mood was captured by the Newslink feeder via Eutelsat W2 (16°E) that afternoon, uplinking from outside the Puerta de Atocha railway station. Several live reports were transmitted, including English, but the haunting background image was that of a long row of parked black hearses waiting as the rails were cleared. Newslink ran news reports for several hours, at 12.562GHz H (SR 2.816, FEC 3/4). Many other satellite trucks were uplinking news about the Madrid terrorist tragedy, for example via Eutelsat W1 (10°E) at 10.967GHz (4.167, 5/6) and 11.099GHz (5.632, 3/4). The following day brought more news uplinks and it became known that the bombings had been carried out by al-Qaeda rather than the ETA. Anti-war crowds demonstrated on the streets, and Eutelsat W2 became a major carrier of the news, with the following active: E16 at 12.540GHz H; Eves-B at 12.563GHz H; Atlas-Enex Globestar Enova at 12.510GHz H; RTL Xing D22 at 12.518GHz H; NTV Russian TV at 12.533GHz H with a church service; and Esreset 3 at 10.998GHz H – this is an EBU frequency.

Two days later there was a general election in Spain and a new government was elected. Once more there were news feeds everywhere. But it was also election time in Russia where, not unexpectedly, President Putin was overwhelmingly re-elected. With the events in Spain, there was very little coverage from Moscow. I checked at 10°E and found that UK1 298 Moscow was using the APTN slot at 10.967GHz (4.167, 5/6), with a studio shot of a reporter and an inlay of the Kremlin Square as a backdrop. He appeared to be totally unaware of the mass of smoke and flames in the background, because a massive building called the Manezh was alight from end to end. When I moved to 16°E I found that dramatic live pictures were being provided by a Russian satellite truck as the huge building burnt, with the Moscow fire brigade helpless. This was an NTV RUS-6 news feed at 12.563GHz H (5.632, 3/4). This major incident seemed to produce little coverage in the UK press.

Iraq was rarely out of the headlines. A major attack on the US Military HQ in central Baghdad produced reports from APTN Baghdad and CBS Baghdad via Eutelsat W1 at 10.972GHz V and 12.533GHz H respectively (5.632, 3/4). There was graphic footage of the damage to the buildings. Subsequently Dan Rather, the veteran CBS TV news reporter, arrived in Baghdad to give nightly on-the-spot reports. He is exemplary in his politeness and friendliness to the crews who work with him, as can be
seen from non-edited VTR footage. On the 9th he interviewed the American ambassador in one of Saddam’s palaces. Dan had previously interviewed Saddam himself prior to the start of the war. We saw Dan and the ambassador walking along the marble corridors of the massive palace. The local newsroom for CBS is at the Baghdad Mansour Hotel. When it’s in operation, you find reports via Eutelsat W2 (16°E) at between 12.533GHz and 12.560GHz.

March 9 saw the return of UK prisoners captured in Afghanistan from the prison camp in Cuba. On the 10th Sky News UK1-15 was camped outside Paddington Green Police Station, where the prisoners were taken, uplinking via W2 at 12.525GHz H (5.632, 3/4). Was something happening in Afghanistan on the 23rd? At 1900 hours a Kabul News (screen id, on colour bars) transmission from APTN Afghanistan (service id) appeared via W2 at 10.967GHz V (4,167, 5/6). A reporter stood for ten minutes, obviously cold, but there’s no report — only colour bars, then the transmission was terminated! Eutelsat 2F3 wanders around at 21.5°E, shuffling within a 3.5° inclined orbit. I gather that it’s on boresight for standard-tracking dishes, i.e. non-inclined-orbit tracking, during the late afternoon. So at 1600 hours I carried out a scan across the upper part of the Ku band, including the Telecom section, and found a number of signals, with no side-lobe problems from the Astra 1 powerhouse at 19.2°E. Sislink 20 UK was present at 11.659GHz (Tramore horse racing), Basic 8MHz S1 at 11.664GHz (Ascot horse racing), Sis 18 Path 2 at 11.675GHz and UK1 784 C1 4.2 at 11.696GHz, the latter two with anti-war meetings in London. These transmissions were all with horizontal polarisation, running at 5.632, 3/4. Another four transmissions were present in the Telecom band: BBC UKI-777P at 12.507GHz H, Baghdad 216 at 12.538GHz H (both running at 4,226, 7/8), Solo at 12.544GHz H and UK1-534 DSNG at 12.574GHz H (both running at 12.593, 3/4). On the 23rd APTN Jerusalem was present at 12.538GHz H (4,226, 5/6) with the service ident Digit Video. So, despite the widely-inclined orbit, it’s possible to find many live OB and news downlinks from the unstable 2F3!

Alan Richards has now moved from the Nottingham area to Horncastle in Lincolnshire. Sadly he had to leave behind his ex-SIS bokkies 1.5m prime-focus dish, and is for the present using an 80cm Sky (analogue) dish. With slight modifications to the dish mounting he can cover from Express at 53°E to his old favourite PAS-9 at 58.5°W. Express produced SGU-1 and -2 (previously on Sesat, 36°E) at (0.974GHz H (8,888, 3/4). SGU-1 had a “pan pipe and piano accompaniment” against pictures of snowy suburbs and city footage, while SGU-2 carried a blue screen with the ident cry TB2. Colour bars with the ident Satvision UK were present at 11.645GHz V (2,170, 3/4) via Europe*Star (35°E). Alan says that the Sirius slot (5°E) can be an active spot. He reports Latvia-TV3 testing at 11.840GHz H (27,900, 3/4) with lots of adverts, a fashion programme and a nice multi-coloured petal logo in the top right-hand corner. Otelnia TV has recently appeared nearby at 12.625GHz V (3,400, 3/4) with material of the classic B movie type, football from Crainova etc. and a nice selection of national music rendered on harpsichord and zither, all FAA!

Finally Edmund Spicer (Littlehampton) reports a few changes at Turksat 1C (42°E). TRT1 and 2 and the TKT3 and TKT4 + 8 radio stations are now carried FAA in a multiple at 11.096GHz V (27,500, 3/4). When there are major football games, e.g. Turkey v. UK, TRT1 usually carries the event with very few adverts - combine the picture with commentary on BBC Radio 5 Live and you’d think you were in the Ankara stadium!

**Broadcast news**

**Germany:** The closure of analogue TV services and the move to DTT across Germany continues. The Rhinelan Palatinate and Baden-Württemberg regions are to have eight state and commercial DVB-T TV channels that will open on October 4 and a further sixteen that will open on December 6, when the analogue services will close. Digital TV fill-in relays will be progressively opened in the above and the Hesse regions next year.

**Sweden:** Channels TV3 and ZTV are now available again terrestrially, via the Teracom DTT multiplex. Channel TV8 should also be available terrestrially by the time this is read.

**US:** The FCC is considering ways to encourage viewers to move to DTT as the deadline for 85 per cent population coverage by 2006 nears, though there’s no hope of that being achieved. Dual analogue/digital transmissions have failed to produce the DTT take-up expected, possibly because of equipment costs.

**Taiwan:** CNS-TV, which opened a DTT service last June, has to date attracted only some 10,000 subscribers.

**Russia:** Despite the fact that there is no official analogue-to-digital switchover date, the head of Russian State TV is planning for a large subscriber take-up of a basic digital TV service across the Moscow region over the next year. The company promoting the service, Skylar, will provide a free set-top box for the $5 a month service provided the receiver is „digital capable”.

**Ireland:** The government, in conjunction with RTE, is about to announce a digital TV project covering the Dublin area. Up to a million potential viewers would need to buy a set-top box. The DTT multiplex will be transmitted from the Three Rocks site and will include RTE-1, Network 2, TV3, TG4 and up to six UK channels.

**Switzerland:** The German-language U1 channel that uses the former TV3 facility, offering sport, general entertainment and documentary material, has been offered a ten-year franchise. The potential number of viewers should reach 1.8m by January 2005.

**Hungary:** The new chairman of MTV has suggested that it should open additional TV channels, including ones for sport, news, culture and „nostalgia”.

**Luxembourg:** RTL has further increased its empire with the acquisition of full voting rights in the French channel M6. Gosta van der Linden reports that the 100kW ch. E7 RTL Dudelange transmitter closed down at the end of March, perhaps as part of the move to DTT.

**San Marino:** The RTV studio base at the small republic, near Rimini, has been completely re-equipped. Sony Italia provided a
A NASA TV publicity transmission – the start of a Mars exploration update. Via Atlantic Bird 1 (12.5°W).

consultancy service for RTV, which now has six ENG units and a six-camera OB van. The whole system is being upgraded for digital operation.

RSL-TV: Southampton Television, which transmits on chs. 29 and 35, went into administration in early March but continues to be on air. Latest news, in mid-March, is that the RSL-TV Oxford Channel has taken over the ailing Southampton station.

Satellite news

The new Eutelsat satellite W3A was launched on March 15, to slot in at 7°E. It has 58 transponders in all, mostly Ku-band but with some Ka-band capacity. Coverage, widebeam or spot-beam, reaches across Europe, the Middle East and North Africa, extending south to Somalia and Ethiopia. Operations include VSAT, DTH, broadband, one/two-way video linking and news feed services.

At the April NAB show in Las Vegas SiLink launched its new self-contained automatic satellite uplink equipment, jPod. The compact package can be carried in most vehicles and will provide performance similar to that obtained with a standard SNG truck.

Once fitted to its host vehicle the equipment can be used by a single operator, via a laptop computer, and provides automatic alignment with both synchronous and inclined-orbit satellites. It can be 'broken' down into small, user-friendly packages for flyaway operation.

Turkmenistan is to have a fourth TV channel, following an agreement with InSpace Communication which will install and operate the new equipment. Transmissions should start this summer.

The Corse Mediterranee channel is to open shortly, transmitting French-language programming from Corsica across much of North and Western Europe and North Africa. It will be operated by the France 3 mainland network.

Jordan has announced the go-ahead for the Al Khalijya (Gulf One) satellite TV channel, which will provide Arabic programming for the Gulf and Middle East.

A new Tunisian commercial channel, NASR TV, is to download from the Hot Bird slot at 13°E.

The French pay-TV channel TPS has signed an agreement to screen UK Premiere league football matches for three seasons from August 1st. Matches, live or recorded, will be broadcast across France, Monaco, the Comoros, Guadeloupe, Mauritius and Mayotte.

The Thai army has for years transmitted radio and TV programming. The army's satellite division has opened a new TV channel, One Tambon, to advertise Thai products, downlinking to Japan. It will also be distributed via Tokyo cable systems.

And finally the new Danish-based channel TV2 Charlie is intended for the over fifty year olds. This subscription channel will be broadcast via cable and satellite capacity at 14°W, and will make some fifty per cent of its programming.

VHF TV aerials

Steve Bell's mention of an 'aerial mystery' on the letters page in the April issue produced an interesting response last month. This cleared up the basic mystery. It reminded me of the time when I used to build a range of Band I aerials that were sold by South West Aerials, which subsequently became Aerial Techniques. Aerial hum or element self-resonance was a common problem with certain types of Band I aerials, and could be overcome quite cheaply. It was common to see a large Band I aerial with element sections missing, or indeed a whole element. Curious perhaps that the end 12in. or so would fall off a vertically-polarised aerial - this couldn't be blamed on roosting pigeons!

During one very warm summer evening in the Seventies I heard, when in back garden, an odd buzzing noise. Looking up at the DX-TV mast, I saw that the four-element, horizontally-mounted wideband Band I array appeared to be in distress, with the reflector part clearly 'vibrating' - despite the fact that there was no wind. I climbed the mast and found that two distinct parts of each reflector rod were vibrating, sufficiently to look 'fuzzy'. These were a section perhaps a foot from the main boom fixing clips and another about a foot from the end. Both the elements that comprised the reflector were suffering similarly. In effect it seemed to be a sort of mechanical standing wave! To touch the vibrating part of the element was painful, but to grasp the element elsewhere instantly stopped the buzzing. I was at 52ft. above ground, hanging on to the lattice mast. This was not the best place for extensive testing!

The Band I aerials I made all used hard-drawn half-inch seamless alloy rather than the seamed alloy tubing most aerial manufacturers used. I recalled an old Telerection aerial whose Band I elements were full of sawdust, obviously to damp out physical oscillation. Experimentation with lengths of sash cord inserted in the reflector stopped the buzzing. Thereafter my Band I aerials all included an 18in. length of waxed washing line in each reflector element and the problem never recurred. Seamed alloy didn't suffer from the problem to the same extent.

The resonance always occurred on a warm, still day. Why, I have no idea. But clearly if the situation had been allowed to con-
I am intrigued by an elderly Band I/III aerial that is still in position in Totton centre. It’s a memorial to TV of old, and the days of the Chilerton Down ch. 11 and Rowridge ch. 3 transmitters. The aerial, see Fig. 1, is a simple type that would be used in areas close to local transmitters. It has three Band III elements at the front and a single Band I dipole at the back. Between them there’s a further element, which is presumably a full-wave Band III dipole. This latter element, which is mounted with its own dipole insulator, has phasing elements that are connected to the larger Band I dipole. These are screw-fitted on to the dipole insulators. So far so good, but the curiosity is that the phasing elements have a connecting section that loops round at the rear of the Band I dipole and appears to short it out. Obviously it doesn’t, but can any reader comment on this rear loop and how Band I performance was maintained?

Injuries, part 2

In the April column I mentioned my fall from a 4ft high domestic stepladder over Christmas and the injuries I sustained. Pains in my arm continued into March, and I eventually consulted a local osteopath. He discovered torn muscles that “were repairable without hospital treatment”, and I subsequently endured several sessions of paid torture. He seems to know his stuff, and there has been a 75 per cent improvement. I am promised a full recovery over the next few weeks.

Fortunately I am not a self-employed aerial rigger, nor do I have to carry large TV sets. Had that been my work, funds could have been at a very low level by now. The moral is, take care and assess risks before you start on a task.

---

**NIKKO ELECTRONICS**

**Electronic Components Distributors**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DVD/CD LASER PICKUPS + MECHANISM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>REPLACEMENT</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KSS-210A  £7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KSS-210B  £7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KSS-213C  £7.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KSS-240A  £17.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KSS-210B  £8.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ORIGNAL ALSO AVAILABLE FOR</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenwood, Pioneer, Sony</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KHM 220 AAA orig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDM 12.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AND A LOT MORE, PLEASE ENQUIRE!</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STK-401-020</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STK-407-070</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STK-499-310</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STK-401-030</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STK-407-090</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STK-495-020</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STK-401-040</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STK-407-100</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STK-496-030</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STK-402-030</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STK-407-120</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STR-F5523</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STK-402-040</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STR-407-710</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STR-F6542</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STK-402-070</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STR-411-220</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STR-F6535</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STK-402-071</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STR-411-240</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STR-F6552</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STK-409-020</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STR-411-290</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STR-F6563</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STK-409-030</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STR-412-010</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STR-F6564</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STK-409-050</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STR-412-020</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STR-F6565</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STK-409-070</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STR-419-120</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STR-F6566</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STK-409-090</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STR-419-130</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STR-F6568</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STK-409-050</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STR-419-150</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STR-F6576</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STK-409-070</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STR-442-130</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STR-F5707</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STK-409-090</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STR-443-050</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PAL-008A</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STK-405-120</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STR-489-010</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PAL-007A</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Sony tactile switch 4 pin MOQ 10pcs £0.28
- Sony tactile switch 2pin MOQ 10pcs £0.25
- Wire ended lamps for car stereo 6.9,12V MOQ 50pcs £0.15 each
- **SPECIAL MOQ 10PCS**
  - S-2000/N/CH  £0.65 BUT-11A £0.35
  - 2055N  £0.65 SAP15P £0.25
  - BU-2508AF/C  £0.65 SAP15N £0.25
  - BU-508AF/C  £0.49 UC-8643A £0.45
  - STR-50103A £1.75 TDA-0836/N £2.75
  - STR-5401 £1.49
- **PRICES QUOTED EXCLUDING VAT AND SUBJECT TO CHANGE W/O PRIOR NOTICE.**
Phoenix Gold ZX450

This large car power amplifier was basically dead, which is often the case when one of them is brought in for repair. I've found that there is a general lack of understanding amongst engineers of the principles involved with these units: this tends to put them off wanting to take a look. At a first glance they do tend to look very complex inside. They are rather less daunting when you realise that two thirds of the transistors or FETs bolted to the heatsink are part of the switch-mode power supply.

The reason why a switch-mode power supply is required is that the output powers quoted by the manufacturer, and desired by owners, from the huge speaker system simply cannot be achieved with a nominal 12V supply. Assume that 4Ω speakers are used.

With a 12V supply the maximum current that could be driven through the speaker coils would be 12/4 = 3A. This would equate with a maximum theoretical power of 36W, which is nothing like the hundreds of watts often claimed. The switch-mode power supply boosts the 12V input to typically ±20V. The theoretical power then becomes 400W (current through the speaker coils 10A). Allowing for system inefficiencies, 100W RMS can easily be attained.

You don't get "out for now!" of course in this world. For the switch-mode section to deliver the sort of power required by the amplifier proper, the DC input power requirement is huge. This is the reason why these amplifiers have input fuses that the Electricity Board would be proud of, and power terminals to which you could connect welding cable (the owners often do...). It's also the reason why you may find up to ten switching transistors connected in parallel, and why the majority of faults occur in this area rather than the output stages, which are quite reliable.

You will often find that there's a blown fuse and one or more of the switching transistors is short-circuit. These are usually FETs, and are readily available from your normal general component supplier. When checking them, don't get carried away looking for the same readings across them all. If you look a little closer you may well find that some of the TO220 packages are actually double diodes - the secondary side rectifiers. If you find short-circuit FETs, check for burnt-out print tracks and open-circuit current-sharing resistors.

The cause of the vast majority of faults is easily found by checking as above. On occasion however you may find that the chopper control chip has failed. This can lead to the demise of the switching devices so, once you've replaced any faulty ones, you should attempt to trace the drive to them and disconnect it. Repower, remembering to bridge the 'remote' terminal to +12V, and check that drive pulses are present.

The fuse in this particular Phoenix amplifier was intact. The switch-mode control circuit was on a separate board, and a scope check showed that it wasn't producing drive pulses though the 12V input was present. Further checks on this board revealed a distinct lack of volts anywhere, other than at the input pin. While following the print round I came to a ZTX490 transistor that's controlled from the 'remote' input terminal. This transistor was short-circuit base-to-collector. A replacement restored normal operation.

It transpired that the owner had been attempting to fit a fancier fan, with rotating blue LEDs on it. Such things are available as accessories. He had been trying to connect it to the remote-control circuitry when the failure had occurred...

Technics SU-X990D

The owner's complaint with this heavy hi-fi amplifier was "powers up but no output: cracking before, but was working". A fair amount of dismantling is required to get the main PCB out to examine its underside. Once I had reached this point and turned the PCB over I came across one of the worst cases of heat-stressed joints I've ever seen. Just about every semiconductor device on the board, both power and small-signal devices though, curiously, not the output hybrid, had cracked or crystallised joints on all legs. The worst were at the devices mounted on heatsinks. There was also similar trouble at the legs of more than a few passive components.

A lengthy blanket resoldering operation, followed by a close inspection using a strong magnifying glass, restored the amplifier to its former glory.

Grundig M5C

What's that then? It's a smart-looking music centre and it worked well, except CD music playback stopped after one-two hours. The fault was in the laser unit, type KSS-213C. We replaced it with a bargain from CPC: order code AS0201 brings you the complete CD deck, with two motors and the laser assembly, for £13.50 (at the time of writing) net. E.T.

Sony HCDH1600

This CD player attempted to spin up and read a disc but didn't, eventually saying "no disc". When I tried to open the drawer to get the disc out and see if the lens was dirty it wouldn't open, and a hum came from the speakers. There was also a smell, like electrolyte, from somewhere around the regulator circuits.

We welcome fault reports from readers – payment for each fault is made after publication.

Reports can be sent by post to:
Television Magazine Fault Reports,
Highbury Business,
Media House,
Azalea Drive, Swanley,
Kent BR8 8HU

or e-mailed to:
t.winford@highburybiz.com
A close visual inspection failed to reveal anything amiss, and scope checks on the supply lines for any excessive ripple also drew a blank. Time to dig deeper. There's a row of electrolytics beneath the regulator heatsink. C280 and C282 (both 100µF, 35V) were leaking electrolyte and had damaged the print running through beneath their legs. Everything worked again once I had repaired the missing print and replaced the two electrolytics. J.G.

Sony ZS-D50
This is a portable radio-cassette-CD player unit. The problem was that the tape jammed in the loaded position. This happens when the capstan belt, part no. 3-029-598-01, slips off. As a precaution, fit a complete set of belts. J.S.O.

Kenwood SE-A551S
This three-year-old AV control centre came in because its volume control was sticky. It's the first time I've had one of these in for repair, and I was very glad that the volume potentiometer was easy to get at. It lives on a little sub-board that can be removed without disturbing anything else. The part no. is T99-0559-05. M.S.D.

Sony STR-DB930
This unit failed to power up. Checks inside with a voltmeter showed that the cause was the display controller IC102, part no. 8-759-641-15. There was normal operation once a replacement had been fitted. C.B.

Sony HCD-CP300
Cassette playback was slower with deck A than deck B. The cause was the cassette mechanism itself, part no. 1-796- 078-11. A replacement restored normal playback. C.B.

Sony STR-DE475
There was no sound from this stereo FM/AM receiver's left and right surround-sound speakers. Checks on the main board, on the B side, revealed dry-joints at RY550 and RY601. All was well once these two relays had been resoldered. C.B.

Sony PMC-303L
This personal component system made a skipping sound and wouldn't play CDs. The cause was the KSS-213B optical pickup unit, part no. 8-848-379-31. A replacement restored normal operation. C.B.

Sony HCD-CP333
There were missing segments in the characters displayed by the LCD panel. Checks on the main board, using a voltmeter, revealed that the cause was the system control chip IC601, not the display control chip IC602. A replacement, part no. 6-800-361-01, restored correct operation. C.B.

Technics SL-QX200
This direct-drive turntable's arm lift didn't work. The actuator had come out of the lever/slot under the arm mounting. P.R.

Technics RS-M253X
The mechanism didn't do anything, because the large square belt that drives the gear assembly for the functions was stretched. A replacement from CPC, 2mm by 51mm, restored normal operation. P.R.
Fault reports from Geoff Darby and Chris Bowers

We welcome fault reports from readers – payment for each fault is made after publication.

Reports can be sent by post to:

Television Magazine Fault Reports, Highbury Business, Media House, Azalea Drive, Swanley, Kent BR8 8HU

or e-mailed to: twinford@highburybiz.com

Aiwa HT-DV90K

A lot of engineers I know don’t seem to like Aiwa equipment. But in general I’ve had no problems with overall build quality, performance or design. It’s rare to get a fault that can’t be fixed, or to find that a problem is difficult to work on because of poor mechanical design. This item was particularly noteworthy. The problem was simple enough, a defective laser, but it’s got to be the easiest one in the world to change, bar none!

Once the unit’s case has been removed the top of the deck is completely exposed. To remove the laser you take out a single screw at the end of the slide rod and disconnect the ribbon cable. The replacement is just as easy to fit, after swapping the plastic rack from the old one. Remember to unsolder the two very easy to get at shorting points at either side of its PCB after plugging the ribbon cable back in.

Aiwa parts are now supplied via Sony. The laser was very reasonably priced, making the repair economic – something that’s becoming increasingly rare with DVD players. G.D.

Technics SL-HDV600

This four-piece DVD/hi-fi system refused to read any discs, DVD or CD, and displayed error code H02. This indicates spindle motor trouble. The motor did in fact feel rough and stiff and in need of replacement. It’s not supplied as a separate unit, coming pre-fitted to the plastic deck chassis (item 307 in the exploded view) with the turntable already fitted. A number of items have to be swapped from the old chassis to the new one. These include the optical block, its slide rods, clips, bias springs and screws, two gears and the suspension rubbers. Several other gears are pre-fitted, also the optical block tilt-adjustment screws.

I changed all these items over and refitted the deck. Then I tried it, only to have exactly the same problem. This is not uncommon, the usual cause being that the surface-mounted driver chip IC2501 (BA5823FM) on the board under the deck has been damaged by the faulty motor. Be careful when you order the replacement, as the other chip on the board is designated IC5201. If you want to be reasonably certain that the IC is faulty before you order a replacement you can check with a scope. set to DC, connected to TP5210. This is pin 17 of the flexiprint connector on the PCB. The signal here is called ‘Spdn’, and is the control signal to IC2501 to start the spindle motor. Once focus has been achieved, this line will shift level. If it does, and the spindle motor doesn’t start, there’s a good chance that the IC is faulty.

Once I’d fitted the replacement the unit read and played all discs correctly. One final task remained – to set the optical block tilt. This adjustment must be carried out whenever major mechanical work has been done on the deck, such as in this case where the slide rods had been swapped over and sat on arbitrarily adjusted screws. Fortunately it’s easy to do.

Insert a DVD disc and allow it to be read. Then stop the unit and press the front-panel ‘stop’ and remote-control button ‘5’ simultaneously. This will bring up the jitter display. Press ‘play’ and confirm normal playback. The first three figures in the display represent the jitter percentage, for example 092 indicates 9.2 per cent.

Once the disc is playing, move a few chapters in and confirm that a reasonably steady jitter figure is displayed. Next gently insert a 2mm hex wrench (Allen key) into one of the three holes in the chassis pan, immediately under the deck. The machine can be stood on four upturned coffee mugs to facilitate this. I usually start with the hole at the front. ‘Feel’ the wrench around gently until it engages with the head of the adjustment screw. Try to avoid pushing on or disturbing the deck. Wait until any disturbance has evened out to a steady display again, then adjust the screw gently one turn clockwise. Wait again for the display to settle. Note the figure, then turn the screw two turns anti-clockwise. Choose which direction produced the biggest reduction in the jitter figure, then continue adjusting in that direction until there is no further improvement. Repeat this procedure for the other two adjustment screws, which are accessible through the other two holes in the chassis pan. Finally go round all three again and tweak for the lowest jitter figure.

With this unit I was able to get a very respectable 6.5 per cent (065 indicated).
Treat anything below 8 or 9 as acceptable. This adjustment should also be carried out when the laser is replaced.

One final note. If, after working on the deck, one of these units seems to struggle to read a disc, either DVD or CD, and you get very high jitter figure readings, check the lens carefully for smudges or fingerprints. These units are extremely intolerant of this – I've been caught out on more than one occasion.

**Sony HCD-S500**

There was no eject or operation in the DVD mode. Multimeter checks on the DVD board revealed that Q002, on side B of the board, was faulty. A modification is required when you get this fault. Remove Q002 and replace it with 'house assembly' part no. X-4954-896-1. The three wires must be connected as follows: with the B part no. X-4954-896-1. The three wires of this — I've been caught out on more than one occasion.

**Sony HCD-S300**

There was no power supply operation. The cause was found to be optocoupler PC901 on the power board. Normal operation was restored once a replacement had been fitted. The part no. is 8-749-019-04.

**Sony DVP-NS405**

There was no display and the disc spun at high speed. A check on board IF89, side B, using a magnifying glass revealed the cause of the fault, a dry-joint at Q404. Once this had been resoldered there was a normal display and the disc rotated at the correct speed.

**Sony HCD-C770**

The pictures produced by this DVD player were all right for about an hour, after which they started to jump and freeze. A look inside revealed that the optical pickup assembly was working correctly. Then, checking with a heat-gun and a can of freezer, I found that the cause of the fault was Q002 on the DVD board. A small modification involving a couple of components was required to restore normal DVD playback.

**Sony SLV-D950GI**

This DVD player/VCR wouldn't play DVD discs. I tried a quick play with a normal CD disc, which played back all right. So it seemed that the cause of the trouble was the optical pickup H211. part no. 9-885-037-37. A replacement restored full normal operation.

**Sony DVP-F21**

The problem was that the disc dropped at eject. A call to Sony technical provided the solution. The push switch, part no. 1-762-594-64, on board MD91 needs to be attached at the centre of the fixing. Fit a replacement, then check while holding the unit vertically so that the disc slot is face down: insert and eject a disc three times to ensure that it doesn't drop.

---

**Test Case 498**

One of the nastiest things that can occur when servicing consumer electronics products is the 'instant blow-up.' This sort of thing usually arises with the power supply in an audio output amplifier or a TV set. You look for and replace damaged components, then find that the replacements are destroyed as soon as power is applied. The puff of smoke or the blue flash from the fuse is very demoralising, especially when it happens for the second or third time! The advent of single-chip circuits has eased the situation in TV field output stages and most audio amplifiers. But TV switch-mode power supplies seem to be ever more diverse, and some of them are prone to repeated self-destruction on the repair bench.

The problem we had on this occasion was with a Philips Model 21PT5322 (MD1.2E chassis). The set looked innocent enough when it came into the workshop, the fault report consisting of just one word, 'dead.' As Television Ted was away on holiday, it would have to be tackled by Cathode Ray — between his washing-machine repair jobs and satellite call-outs, such is life in the workshop at present. Ray took the back off and the main PCB out, and soon found that the 2.5AT internal mains fuse F1501 was open-circuit, having blown violently (its glass was black inside). This could be an easy one, Ray thought. He checked the mains bridge rectifier diodes, which were all OK. The associated filter capacitors, on the AC and DC side of the bridge, were also OK. But the chip transistor Tr7540 was short-circuit between all three pins. It was a MOSFET device, of a type that Ray had never come across before — an STP4N460F. Needless to say there was no such thing in the stores. None of the other power-supply components that Ray checked showed any signs of being faulty, so he ordered a replacement MOSFET and also, to be on the safe side, a new MC44063P control chip (IC7520). It could have been the initial cause of the fault, or it may have received a dose of 300V at pin 3 when Tr7540 failed. Reasonably confident that he had solved the problem, Ray returned to his Hoover washing machine. It needed motor brushes and a drum-drive belt. Variety is the spice of life!

The spare parts for the Philips TV set were not long in coming, and Ray quickly fitted them — he was under pressure from the customer, as is usual these days. When he connected the set to the bench mains socket and switched it on there was a momentary buzz followed by a bright flash from the mains fuse. Back to square one!

Ray studied the circuit diagram in the service manual. There were so many possibilities! Maybe something funny with the optocoupler, or shorted turns in the chopper transformer. Perhaps some heavy loading on the secondary side of the circuit, not detectable by cold resistance checks. Possibly something on the primary side of the circuit breaking down under load or applied voltage . . .

Ray found a helpful section in the service manual, headed 'fault finding in the power supply.' It called for the use of a DC power supply, so Ray approached Sage for the loan of his one. This worthy, acquainted with the situation, took one look at the set and made a suggestion that resulted in a complete cure. What was it? Should Ray have known more?

The answers will be found on page 507.
Panasonic NV-SD220B
A cassette was trapped inside this machine, while the front panel displayed the caption H02. It didn’t take long to discover that the capstan wasn’t turning. It took rather longer to establish that the BA6187S capstan-drive chip IC2501 was the cause. E.T.

Philips VR437
This VCR produced no signs of life, but the mains fuse was intact and there was 320V at the chopper transformer’s primary winding. My trusty ESR meter showed — after discharging the mains bridge rectifier’s reservoir capacitor! — that C2114 and C2201 had both dried out. C2114 (47µF, 25V) is on the primary side of the power supply, while C2201 (47µF, 50V) is on the secondary side. E.T.

Daewoo V235
This VCR was dead. After a lot of searching in the power supply I found that R52 (390kΩ) was open-circuit. I also replaced R51, which has the same value, though this one produced the correct resistance reading. In addition it’s best to check the electrolytics in the power supply. A couple of them were low in value. P.T.

Sanyo VRH899
This VCR was dead with the fuse in the plug open-circuit. I thought it was going to be an easy job, but not so. When I tested the machine I found that it was very slow at loading tapes. It turned out that the loading motor had to be replaced. All was well after a general clean and test. P.T.

JVC HRD455
If one of these good old machines won’t accept tapes, replace both cassette switches to cure the problem. P.T.

Aiwa HV-GX35
A very dim display is a common fault with this model. The cause is usually CP25 (1.000µF, 10V) in the power supply but, if you are unlucky, it can be fluorescent display itself. P.T.

Sony SLV750HF
This VCR produced snowy playback pictures, though the sound was OK. As a first step I checked the drum for possible dirty or bad heads, but everything was OK in this respect. I then checked the head amplifier assembly and found that IC801 was the cause. A new IC restored clean pictures. C.B.

Sony SLV825
The display disappeared when the PAL/NTSC switch was in the PAL position but was OK in the NTSC position. Capacitance meter checks on board MF167 revealed that C604 was the cause of the fault. This double-layer 0.22µF memory capacitor had started to leak on to the board. A quick board clean up and a replacement capacitor restored normal operation. C.B.

Aiwa VX-G143K
This VCR was dead. I found that the STRF6707 chip IC501 in the power supply was faulty. Nothing else had failed. B.L.

Akai VS105
Failure of the brakes to release in fast forward/rewind was cured by cleaning the mode switch. The fault with another of these machines was no RF or video output and no supply to the tuner. FR3 (0.32Ω) in the 18V supply was high in value. L.G.

Amstrad UF30
This VCR wouldn’t store channels. The cause was the X24C02P EEPROM IC6004. L.G.

Alba VCR7300
According to its frustrated owner this budget VCR did all sorts of strange things. As usual, removal of the mode switch and a check inside showed what was wrong. Once it had been cleaned and retensioned, then refitted, the machine behaved normally. D.G.

GoldStar T2631
This VCR was dead with no display. I removed the power supply can and checked the ESR of the electrolytics. True to form, they were all faulty. Once all eight had been replaced the machine sprang to life. To avoid comebacks, it’s good workshop policy to replace every electrolytic capacitor in this power supply. D.G.

Panasonic NV5D40
The complaint with this VCR was that it produced bad pictures. This was confirmed when I connected it to my monitor on the bench. Head cleaning proved fruitless, but I had in stock a replacement drum unit. Once this had been fitted the machine produced stunning pictures. D.G.

Sanyo VRH790E
This VCR remained dead after a power cut and no amount of blasting with a hairdryer produced any signs of life. When I removed the deck and PCB I found that one of the start-up resistors in the power supply, R60001 (270kΩ), was open-circuit. A replacement brought the machine back to life. Beware of a fully-charged mains-rectifier reservoir capacitor. The other series-connected start-up resistor, R60007 (68kΩ), is less likely to cause problems. M.McC.
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Matsui 2107T
This set’s power supply was tripping audibly. A check on the 2SC5250 line output transistor showed that it was slightly leaky. The cause wasn’t obvious until I brought my x10 eyeglass into play: I could then see a ring around one leg of the line driver transformer. Resoldering plus a replacement transistor restored normal operation. M.D.

LG KE14P2GX
This is a 14in. TV/VCR combi unit. If the fuse in the plug or the internal mains fuse blows every couple of weeks, replace the degaussing resistor TH801. It has a tendency to intermittent internal flashover. I’ve had this fault a few times now. M.D.

Ferguson MS1131 (TX807C chassis)
This set seemed to be dead, but voltage checks showed that there was 35V at the collector of the line output transistor. Cold checks revealed a dead-short rectifier DP092 (MUR120), on the secondary side of the power supply. A replacement brought this eighteen-month old set back to life. M.D.

Bush WS6674 (11AK37 chassis)
This set was dead with no LED display. The mains bridge rectifier’s reservoir capacitor held its 330V charge when the set was switched off, a clear indication that the fault was in the power supply. I noticed a couple of high-value resistors around the chopper IC, and when these were checked I found that RP06 (3.9MΩ, 0.5W) was open-circuit. A replacement brought the set back to life. It seems to be a popular model. P.S.

Philips 28PW9536/05R (SMG7.1E chassis)
The complaint with this set was distorted sound from the right-hand channel. Interchanging the speakers made no difference. On the assumption that it was not an output stage fault, and having found that there was activity around the MSP3410D multiple sound processor chip IC7751, I decided to order a replacement. This 68-pin surface-mounted IC is a horror to change. Thankfully the replacement put matters right. P.S.

Mitsubishi CT25AV1B (EE3 chassis)
The customer complained that the picture was too wide. On inspection I saw that there was an EW problem. Checks revealed a short-circuit reading across one of the EW modulator diodes, D506. But the diode itself was OK. Time to disconnect pins 4 and 5 of the TEA2031A EW correction chip IC531; where a short-circuit was found to be present. A replacement IC restored the scanning to its correct width. P.S.

Toshiba 3339DB
The stand-by light was on but there were no other signs of life. A check at the HT fuse produced a reading of 60V, which indicates that the set is stuck in stand-by. This is a known fault, the cause being shorted turns in the line output transformer. In the past the cost of this item has been prohibitive, but I’ve noticed that Toshiba now stocks an equivalent, part no. 23236641, at a very reasonable price. It makes repair of this oldish set a sensible proposition. P.S.

Philips 28PW6615/05 (MG1.1E chassis)
The customer said that the picture would flash red then went completely red. No surprise to find that the W66ESF002X14 tube was faulty. Fortunately it was insured. After fitting a replacement I was rewarded with sound and a raster. A check on the CRT base board showed that the TDA6108JF RGB output chip was running cold. Further checks revealed that the BAV21 diodes D6305, D6306 and D6307 (part no. 4822 1303080842) were all leaky, also the BAS216 diode D6310 (part no. 4822 13083757). To be on the safe side I also replaced the TDA6108JF chip,
part no. 9352,56140112. CRT flashovers can cause quite a lot of destruction. P.S.

**Bush WS6674 (PT92 chassis)**

Apparently the picture had become narrow when the set had shut down in standby. I found that the BY228 EW modulator diode D307 and the BD680A driver transistor DVO1 were short-circuit, while RV38 (2.2Ω) was burnt out. When I replaced these items and switched the set on it was back in the narrow-picture condition. After a few seconds RV38 started to overheat. When you get this situation, check CD08 and CD21 (both 680 nF, chassis).

P.S. put matters right. This IC has been a problem for a few months. E.T.

**Panasonic TX28PL4**

There was sound but no picture from the AV3 output. Otherwise the set worked perfectly. My first step was to carry out a self-check on the set, in case the microcontroller chip had been corrupted. The situation remained the same after doing this however. A look at the block diagram showed that the AV3 socket is fed from the video processor chip IC601. A replacement, part no. VDP3120BP, put matters right. This IC has been a problem with many Panasonic models.

P.S.

**Philips 25PT4103/05 (L6.2 chassis)**

This set was very slow to start up. It would come on only when it had been switched on for about five minutes. While it was thinking about rousing itself a loud hum came from the speaker, and I found that most of the voltages on the secondary side of the power supply were low. A drop of freezer and my trusty hairdryer helped with the diagnosis. The cause of the trouble turned out to be a transistor T7501 (BF487) in the power supply. M.L.

**Hitachi C32WD2TN2 (A7 chassis)**

This large-screen set’s power supply was constantly pumping. As there were no obvious shorts in the line output stage I disconnected D952 to remove the 26 V supply to the audio output stage. The pumping then stopped, and inspection of the TDA7263 audio output chip IC4000 revealed a crack at the centre of the chip. I fitted a replacement, which went bang shortly after switch on. This time the set continued to run but there was no sound from the right-hand channel. Two zener diodes in the audio output circuit were found to be faulty. ZD4002 (36V) and ZD4000 (12V). A couple of new diodes and another output chip restored the sound. M.L.

**Philips 14PT3685/05 (L9.3 chassis)**

It’s great when you can relate what you learn at technical college all those years ago to a fault with a modern-day receiver! The symptom with this set was a bent and rather curvy field collapse. I remember being told that the cause would usually turn out to be open-circuit field scan coils. Well, not quite. In this case it wasn’t the coils themselves but an open-circuit connection in the scan-coil plug, which plugs into the main PCB. The crimping was poor and was easy to put right, providing a cheap cure. M.L.

**Sharp 37AM23H (SBSA chassis)**

Only snow was present on the screen, and I soon found that there was no voltage at the tuner’s supply pin. A circuit diagram was required to follow the path of the supply to the tuner. In the process I found a leaky 3 V zener diode. D211. A replacement restored life to the tuner and all was then well. M.L.

**Daewoo DTL25G7GB**

This set had poor and intermittent remote-control functions. It would sometimes be OK, and on others wouldn’t appear to come out of standby. The LED would turn green however, but no line drive would be produced. When the set decided to work correctly a very loud buzzing and vibration came from the area of the chopper transformer. Prodding and poking in this area with an insulated, blunt instrument made no difference to the tone of the buzz. Bells started to ring in my empty, Monday-morning head, so I measured the voltage across the mains bridge rectifier’s reservoir capacitor. The meter produced a reading of only 221 V! A replacement 180µF, 400 V electrolytic cured the evils mentioned above, and Monday suddenly didn’t seem so bad after all! M.L.

**Daewoo T514 (CP365 chassis)**

If the complaint is intermittent picture fading or no picture from a cold switch on, check for bad solder joints in the tube’s heater circuit – at pin 10 of the line output transformer and the motherboard plug pin it feeds. E.T.

**Sony KV36FS76U**

This is certainly a heavy set – it took four of us to carry it into the workshop! The complaint was a rattling/whistling sound that came from within and whose loudness increased with the picture-tube’s beam current. The line output transformer was the cause. The set running silently once a replacement had been fitted. E.T.

**Hitachi CPT2578 (GBQ chassis)**

How odd does a TV set have to be before it gets kicked out of this column? This one clocks in at some fourteen years. The complaint was about an intermittent burping from the loudspeaker in the standby mode, with the two green LED bars flashing. The cure was to replace C908 (470µF/25 V) in the power supply. E.T.

**Tatung T20TD51 (D series chassis)**

We rent out a lot of Tatung TV sets that use this chassis and have got to know them very well. But it was the first time we’d had this fault. The 15 V rectifier D609 was dry-jointed at both legs, the result being spasmodic shutdown. I also found that the soldering of crystal XL301 was suspect. This is a common complaint with the chassis. E.T.

**Philips 14PV320**

This TV/VCR combi unit produced the go-no symptom, though a subdued pumping noise came from the chopper transformer as a result of the operation of its excess-current trip. Checks showed that D6391 (BYW98-200) was short-circuit, though its series-wired fuse F1391 remained intact. E.T.

**Tatung T21TD50 (D series chassis)**

The picture had disappeared, though the sound remained. I found that resistor R427 (22Ω) was burnt and open-circuit, because the line driver transistor TR402 was leaky. It’s advisable to fit a 2SD677C type in this position, in place of the original BC337, even though the lead-out configuration is different. E.T.

**Grundig P37-070 (CUC7301 chassis)**

This set seemed to be dead, but the power supply was tripping slowly. Checks on the primary side revealed that R667 (1Ω) had risen in value to 3 Ω. As a precaution I also replaced R666, which is in parallel with R667. Note that the values can vary with different chassis. U.A.

**Bush DVD142TV (11AK46 chassis)**

This TV/DVD combi set had been purchased from a local supermarket less than
three months ago. But the owner had lost his receipt, and therefore wanted us to repair it. The red light would come on then, when the unit was switched on from standby, the green light appeared. But shortly afterwards the set reverted to standby. A check on the BU808DFL line output transistor Q602 revealed that it was leaky. So a replacement was fitted and all the associated circuitry was checked. The unit was then left to run for the rest of the day, with no problems.

The next day the original fault symptoms returned, but this time the line output transistor was OK. The cause of the problem was the MC4408P40 chip IC800 in the power supply - found by heating and freezing it.

To go into the service menu, first press menu on the remote-control unit then scroll down to install. Don’t enter it: instead, press 4, 7, 2 and 5 on the remote-control unit. M.R.

LG R128CZ10RX
The first anode voltage was fluctuating, producing a very bright raster with flyback lines. Checks on the tube base panel showed that 790V (220Ω) was open-circuit and C703 (10μF, 250V) leaky. M.R.

Samsung W528V53N
This set was brought in because of lack of green in the picture. Both IC501 and IC502 (the red and green drive chips) on the CRT base panel had short-circuit pins, but the fault was still present when replacements had been fitted. Further checks showed that R508 (82kΩ, 0.25W) was open-circuit. M.R.

Sony KV16W71U
The symptom with this new set was field collapse. In the past I’ve found dry-joint problems in the field output stage in Sony sets. Not this time however. So out with my trusty Avo to check the voltages at the line output transformer, where the 24V supply was missing. The dry-joint was at wire link L807, which was almost dropping out. Resoldering cured the fault.

I also found poor soldering at the rear scart socket. After dealing with this I gave the set a soak test to ensure that everything was OK. J.F.

Sharp DV5940H (4BS-C chassis)
This set was tripping, so checks were carried out in the line output stage where the 2SD1546 output transistor was found to be leaky. After fitting a replacement I checked the connections at the scan-coil plug’s socket, as this chassis suffers from problems here. After resoldering the socket I switched the set on and obtained a perfect picture. J.F.

Philips 28PW6615/05
When I tried this 28in. widescreen set the standby LED was flashing. Cold checks in the power supply revealed that the relay, circuit reference 1002, was intermittent. It’s available from CPC as part no. PS280-10375. J.F.

Fidelity CT1238NF
All this large set produced was a tickling noise. Tests showed that the BU2525AF line output transistor Q602 was leaky. There were also dry-joints at the tuning capacitors. Everything was OK once these problems had been attended to. J.F.

Goodmans Compact 110
There was no picture or sound, only the front red LED was on. When I checked the 12V supply to the line output stage I found that coil LH01 was open-circuit. It’s located near the TDA3653A field output IC. A blob of glue on the track side of the PCB had hidden an open-circuit solder joint at the coil. Once it had been cleaned and resoldered the set worked normally. B.B.

Philips 14PT1532/05 (L6.1 AA chassis)
There was lack of height and foldover, and R3405 was burning. The cause of the fault was the surface-mounted capacitor C2404 which was leaky. Once I’d replaced these two components the set worked correctly. B.B.

Black Diamond BD14T (11AK205S chassis)
This set was dead with the mains fuse blown. On initial investigation I couldn’t see anything else wrong – the MOSFET chopper transistor and its control chip were both OK. By chance I then noticed that the blue disc-type capacitor C808 was split open. A replacement plus a new fuse restored normal operation. U.H.

Philips 14PT2002/05 (L01.2E chassis)
There was no sound. I initially thought that the set might be in the wrong sound standard, but checks on the menu and option codes proved fruitless. Close inspection of the surface-mounted jungle chip IC72200 showed that several of its pins were poorly soldered. A complete solder reflow cured the fault. U.H.

Sharp 51DT25H
Strange noises came from the line output stage in this set. A quick check showed that L604 had been overheating. The cause of the trouble was D604, which was short-circuit. U.H.

Daewoo GB20C5NTS (CP18S chassis)
This set became a bit of a nightmare to repair. The fault was stuck in standby, with the standby LED flicking slowly between green and amber. My initial suspicion was a fault in the line output stage, but there was nothing obviously wrong here and a new output transformer, also a new field output IC, made no difference.

Attention was then turned to the microcontroller chip. Clock and data pulses were present, and the supply voltage was correct. A scope check at reset pin 60 showed that it didn’t toggle at switch on. When I disconnected pin 60 the set came back to life. A replacement microcontroller chip cleared the fault. Note that the new version 2 should be fitted, and that the EPROM should be replaced at the same time. Remember to adjust the tuner option codes after fitting the replacements. U.H.

Technosonic Q7 text
The fault report with this Amstrad-based portable said “small picture”. A check on the HT voltage at the cathode of D511 produced a reading of only 85V instead of 110V. The usual culprits in this situation are C508 and C509 on the primary side of the power supply. This time they were OK, but I fitted replacements to be on the safe side. The actual cause of the fault was the 330μF, 160V HT smoothing capacitor C517. A replacement cleared the fault. U.H.

Schneider STV2802T
I am used to line output transformer failure with these sets. The problem with this one however was bad EW distortion. Once the back had been removed the cause was obvious from the state of C313 (12pF, 100V – strange value). A replacement restored correct scanning. G.L.

Goodmans 286NS (Philips L6.2 chassis)
The only sign of life with this set was a faint whistle from the line output stage. An ohmmeter check across the output transistor produced a dead short reading, which is what you usually find with these sets. But the transistor itself was OK, the cause of the fault being C2912 (2.2nF, 2kV) which was short-circuit. G.L.
BSMART (CRAWLEY) LTD

Largest selection of
MAJOR MANUFACTURERS
NEW "B" GRADE PRODUCTS
T.V. VIDEO AUDIO
MICROWAVE OVENS

Contact Paul Bean
BSMART (CRAWLEY) LTD.
10/11 LLOYDS COURT, MANOR ROYAL,
CRAWLEY, SUSSEX RH10 2QX

Tel: (01293) 618000
Fax: (01293) 400133

PERIFELEC
MC 30 A Spectrum Analyser

- Synchronized satellite cable and TV field strength meter with
  panoramic reception on 14 cm (5,5") screen and digital
carriers measurement.
- Complete masterprober and local low power.
- Continuous Reception from 46 to 863 MHz and from 820
to 2550 MHz on 4 bands.
- Selectable A, C and 0,5 MHz spectrum band-width, picture
  measurement 1 MHz.
- Display of picture of selected synthesized channel.
- PM (Bias) LC, BC, DC, DMR, 46 MHz standards and kU and
  C satellite standards.
- Availability of 32 programs memorized per frequency band.
- Display (2 lines of 16 characters).
- Range of measurement of signal strength from 20 to 130
  dBuV, manual or automatic attenuation.
- Battery life about 1 hour 20 minutes, weight 5,8 kg.

The panoramic field strength meter MC30A combines in one instrument all the functions necessary for
scanning and checking TV or satellite reception, both analogue and digital. The visualization of the
spectrum and the picture allows the carrying out of all the necessary adjustments with this one instrument. The high
technology used in the MC30A allows a range of possibilities unheard of in a instrument in this price category.
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I like to record radio programmes on a CD from time to time, in particular for listening to in the car. It's handy if the CD player accepts re-writable audio CDs (not all of them do), as these can be recorded over and treated in much the same way as tape. Recording can be done using the PC-based satellite receiver I've mentioned several times over the past few months, though a couple of intermediate steps are required before a recorded file can be transferred on to a CD.

When the satellite radio programme is stored on the hard disk it will be in MPEG-1 Layer 2 format (MP2), with sampling at 48kHz. This has to be converted to a Wave file with sampling at 44.1kHz before it can be accepted by a CD recording program such as Nero 6.
Table 1: Latest digital channel changes at 28.2°E

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel and EPG no.</th>
<th>Sat</th>
<th>TP</th>
<th>Frequency/pol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bollywood TV (844)</td>
<td>EB</td>
<td>D7S</td>
<td>11.588GHz/H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT Tower caption*</td>
<td>2A</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>11.973GHz/V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facility line*</td>
<td>2A</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>11.973GHz/V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golf TV Pro Shop</td>
<td>2B</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>12.402GHz/V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Islam TV (836)</td>
<td>EB</td>
<td>D11S</td>
<td>11.662GHz/H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberty Radio (936)</td>
<td>2B</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>12.402GHz/V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yarr Radio (937)</td>
<td>2B</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>12.324GHz/V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Receivable only with non-digibox receivers at the time of writing.

TP = transponder. EB = Eurobird. 2A/B = Astra 2A and 2B.

While Nero is happy converting the more familiar MP3 type file into a Wave file it can’t cope with an MP2 file. A useful free program called GX:Transcoder that will convert MP2 files to Wave format is available from www.germanxsoft.de (see Photos 1 and 2). It will also convert MP2 files to MP3, which is useful for portable audio players that may not play MP2 files, though I have no experience of this. The program is unfortunately a large download, at about 17MB.

If the satellite receiver program has saved the recorded programme as an MPA file, alter it to an MP2 file as the audio transcoder doesn’t know what an MPA file is! This is easily done by right-clicking on the mouse once the file icon has been selected, then going to the rename option and changing the A to a 2. Ignore the Windows warning message that the file may become unstable if you proceed with the change. When the file has been converted to Wave format it will still be with 48kHz sampling but, once you’ve transferred the file to the Nero recording program, it will be changed to 44.1kHz sampling. That’s helpful!

Another program that will do all the conversion is Cool Edit Pro. see Photo 3 – it was mentioned recently in the letters pages. The company that made this program has been taken over by Adobe, and the program is now known as Adobe Audition. Cool Edit doesn’t mind whether the stored file is MP2 or MPA, but the option of extracting the audio from a video file has to be selected rather than opening the file in the conventional manner.

Cool Edit is also useful for enhancing the sound track of stored off-air TV programmes prior to recording them on to a DVD, as described last month. After adjusting the audio characteristics, save the file as an MP2 type which can then be transferred to the DVD Lab authoring program. It’s most important not to alter the length of the file, as it would be out-of-sync with the MPV file.

If you wish to save anything in MP2 format using Cool Edit Pro, a DLL file has to be added to the program. It’s available free and was part of a much older version of Cool Edit, being discontinued in the up-to-date versions of the program. You can find the DLL add-in, as I did, by doing an internet search with Google or a similar search engine: type in Cool Edit MP2. You are immediately directed to the right place, with directions of how to install it as well.

Another way of making an audio CD is to use the Cool Edit Pro program to store directly on the hard disk any audio that’s coming from the sound card. Prior to storage, a new file has to be created: remember, when prompted by the program, to set the audio sampling rate at 44.1kHz. Once you’ve stored the material and carried out any editing, save it as a Wave file. It can then be transferred to the CD recording program.

Digital channel update

The latest channel additions at 28.2°E are listed in Table 1. Where allocated, the EPG number is shown in brackets after the channel name.

Towards the end of March a lot of the channels in the EPG range 100-200 were renumbered. Table 2 shows the revised listing. C.H.

Express AM22 (53°E)

This month we’ll take a look at the transponder activity aboard the recently launched Russian Express AM22 satellite at 53°E. Though the satellite has a relatively low elevation angle, it provides very strong Ku-band signals in Western Europe. Eutelsat recently announced that it would be leasing some transponder space on the satellite, which is so far relatively little used. At present only two transponders are being used for TV, though this should increase somewhat in the near future.

In early April there were tests labelled...
The customer complained about picture break up. When I ran his digibox in the workshop for a couple of days it was OK, but the picture break up started again as soon as it was returned. In view of this I advised him to get the LNB checked. He did so, and in fact had the LNB and cable run replaced. But the fault remained. So the digibox came back to the workshop, where again it worked correctly. I suggested sending the digibox back to Panasonic, which runs an exchange scheme – you never get the same box back, which is handy if there’s a nasty intermittent fault. I eventually managed to get a replacement and tested it in the shop for a day. It was fine. But ten minutes after the customer collected it he phoned to say that the picture was still breaking up. So the aerial installer was asked back to recheck the dish and LNB, which he said were fine. After more messing about I obtained another digibox from Panasonic, but the fault was still present. Yet another digibox was obtained from Panasonic. Each one worked all right at the shop, but not at the customer’s house.

I then lent the customer two stock Panasonic digiboxes, a TU-DSB30 and a TU-DSB35. The former worked perfectly at the customer’s house but the DSB35, which looks the same as the DSB31, produced break up.

The customer decided to phone Sky for advice, and was told to switch the output from RGB to PAL. Much to my and his amazement, this cured the break-up problem. But he had just bought an expensive 32in. set, and wanted the better picture quality that RGB output provides.

By now I could see that this was a factory problem, and that no matter how many new DSB31 or DSB35 digiboxes were tried the problem would remain. I managed to speak to the Panasonic service manager in the workshop. He confirmed that there was a design fault, and said that there was nothing Panasonic or I could do. He suggested replacing the DSB31 with the later DSB50 model, to which I agreed, but later came back to say that his boss had vetoed this and all he could do was to refund the money I had paid for the exchange.

By now the customer was getting really

---

Table 2: Revised EPG channel numbers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel</th>
<th>Service</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>136</td>
<td>Men and Motors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>139</td>
<td>Sky Travel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>Sky Travel Extra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>142</td>
<td>UKTV Style</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>143</td>
<td>UKTV Style Plus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>144</td>
<td>UKTV Food + 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>145</td>
<td>UKTV Drama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>146</td>
<td>Travel Channel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>149</td>
<td>Travel 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151</td>
<td>Ch. 4 Wales/S4C Digital*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>154</td>
<td>Discovery Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157</td>
<td>Arts World</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>Life TV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>164</td>
<td>E4 + 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>166</td>
<td>Overload</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>169</td>
<td>BBC1 (Ireland)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>170</td>
<td>BBC2 (Ireland)**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>172</td>
<td>Game Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>175</td>
<td>ITV2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>178</td>
<td>You TV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Signals received from Express AM22 at 53°E

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency/pol</th>
<th>SR</th>
<th>FEC</th>
<th>Service</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10-978GHz/H</td>
<td>8,888</td>
<td>3/4</td>
<td>Exatel tests, Ukraina I Mir</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-081GHz/V</td>
<td>3,750</td>
<td>3/4</td>
<td>Exatel TV1 and TV2, See Photos 10, 11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*With viewing cards registered at a Welsh address Channel 4 is now on EPG no. 151 and S4C on EPG no. 104.

**In Ireland BBC1 and BBC2 Northern Ireland are on EPG nos. 169 and 170 respectively.
angry. So I gave him the Panasonic service manager’s phone number to see if he could sort the problem out. When the customer reported back to me the bottom line was that Panasonic knew about the problem but was not prepared to provide a new replacement model. At least the customer knew that it wasn’t my fault!

I then spoke to John Glenton at MCES about the problem. He said they had come up with a modification to cure it, and that if I sent him the tuner he would carry out the modification. I couldn’t for the life of me see how a modification to the tuner would cure picture break up in the RGB mode, but, clutching at any straw, I decided to give it a go. When the tuner came back I fitted it and let the customer try the box. A couple of days later, to my amazement, he said that the fault had been cured.

According to John Glenton the current drawn by the RGB output can affect the tuner, causing intermittent picture break up. I can only assume that the video output chip and the tuner are fed from the same supply line, and that is how the faults are related. Anyway the customer went away happy, more so because I had repaired his digibox when Panasonic had told him that nothing could be done. But the credit has to go to John Glenton at MCES, without whose help repair would not have been possible. You can contact MCES on 0161 746 8037, or alternatively email sales@mcnes.co.uk M.D.

Grundig GDS series modem board

When the modem in one of these digiboxes has been affected by a lightning strike the box will be stuck in standby with the red LED flashing. As the microcontroller chip has to communicate with the modem before the box will come on, leaving the modem board out won’t help. In my experience so much damage is caused to the line side that the modem board cannot be repaired economically.

All may not be lost however. Many customers don’t use the interactive services and, if these are not required, it’s possible to get the modem board up and running so that the box will work though the modem side is dead. First replace the DSP1670TV7 modem microcontroller chip U7. Then check the 100H surface-mounted inductor L5. If it’s open-circuit, the CSP1034AHJ line interface driver chip U1 is faulty. As this will no longer be required, remove it from the PCB. Replace L5 with virtually any RF choke that has a DC resistance of about 1Ω or less. Fig. 1 shows the work required.

In 99 per cent of cases this action will restore communication between the modem board and the main microcontroller chip, and the result will be a working digibox without interactive services. M.D.
Sony KV29LS30U

All that happened when this set was switched on was that the standby LED started to flash. These sets are heavy beasts, and I didn’t relish the thought of having to take it back to the workshop. Checks showed that the HT supply came up when the set was brought out of standby, but was low at about 90V instead of 135V. I carry an oscilloscope in the car, and by checking at the collector of the line output transistor I could see that all was not well. The most likely suspect was the line output transformer. I returned next day with a replacement and fitted it. The set produced a good picture once the focus had been adjusted.

Philips 20CT4636

This elderly set appeared to be dead except for a flash from the standby light. The cause turned out to be the TDA3576B hybrid generator chip. I managed to obtain a replacement, which restored normal operation.

Matsui CT2125TX

The complaint with this set was poor tele-text reception, especially BBC2 Ceefax. Whenever I get one of these sets in I replace all the electrolytic capacitors in the power supply. Most of them were leaking. Once replacements had been fitted the set worked very well – including BBC2 Ceefax.

Mitsubishi CT2125DX

This set was actually badged Philips. So, when the customer phoned me up and told me that it was dead apart from a flashing red light, I had an idea that the cause could be one of those little blue disc capacitors. Unfortunately on test I found that the line output transistor and transformer had both failed. I managed to obtain replacements next day and, once they had been fitted, I was rewarded with a good picture.

Finlandia C66HZ6 (Salora M chassis)

This set was totally dead, with the mains fuse blown and the chopper transistor short-circuit. I found that the plastic holders which retain the degaussing coils and the Aquadag earthing braid had cracked. As a result the braid had come off and shorted out the heatsinks.

I decided to take this set back to the workshop, partly because it needed a service and also because I feared that it might be a complicated repair. To start with I replaced the chopper transistor and the 15V zener diode that’s connected between its base and emitter. The replacements went short-circuit at switch on. I had to hunt round for someone who had an LF0070D hybrid chopper drive IC, but eventually found one. I also replaced the small electrolytic capacitors on the primary side of the power supply, and many on the secondary side. Fortunately the set then worked.

The pictures produced by these sets have always been excellent. I wonder how many of today’s sets will be working reliably with good CRTs in 13 years’ time?

Panasonic TX25MD1 (Euro 2 chassis)

The customer complained that she couldn’t receive the ‘cable channel’, though she could with her portable TV set. It was an old analogue cable system, with the output from the terminal on ch. 52. The problem was that the set’s tuner was failing. As I carry these in stock it didn’t take long to fit a replacement. A check with the customer next day proved that all was well.
**Alban Electronics**

http://www.albanelectronics.co.uk

Alban stocks, supplies and provides technical support for a range of terrestrial/cable/satellite and analogue/digital TV equipment. PROMAX (manufacturers electronic test equipment including signal level meters, spectrum analysers, BER/CSI/MER analysers for GPSK, QAM & COFDM, optical fibre light sources and power meters, 16:9 test pattern generators), ALCAD (manufacturers of R.F. wide band and adjacent channel amplifiers, aerals for MATV, SMATV & IRS systems) and ANTARES (cascadeable multi-switches). ALBAN has a complete after sales repair and calibration service that is fully supported by the manufacturers, in addition provides a free system design service using only reliable high quality components.

**Alltrade Aerial & Satellite Ltd**

http://www.alltrade.co.uk

Leading distributor to the trade

Full e-commerce site with over 1500 products with in-stock quantities!! We supply everything associated with Digital/Analogue Terrestrial & DTH/Motorised Satellite reception. All Antennas. All Brackets. All Cables. All Connectors. All Amplifiers. We provide a free MATV/SMATV planning service as well.

Phone 0843 075 0731 Fax 0870 770 9151

**Irwin Electronics**

http://www.irwinelectronics.co.uk

As Classic Distributors we complement our existing mail and trade counter business with our website. You can order parts on-line quickly and easily. We intend to explore alternative ways of assisting engineers to run their business successfully.

**Repairhelper's - Storefinder UK**

www.storefinder.repairhelper.co.uk

We specialise in promoting electronic repair services throughout the Internet. It's a well known fact that the Internet is the fastest growing advertising medium today but the majority of repair companies and repair engineers are not making use of the Internet to gain more custom. Repairhelper's Storefinder is a UK Search Engine dedicated to the electronic repair trade (i.e. TV, VCR, DVD repair etc). Sign up with Repairhelper's Storefinder - you get your own optimized pre-built web page with a built-in online contact form and complete listings within the Repairhelper Network of sites.

**Swires Research**

http://www.swires.com

Swires Research produce high quality instruments for the television industry, including portable signal level meters and spectrum analysers for digital and analogue RF signal measurements.

**Wiltsgrove**

http://www.wiltsgrove.co.uk

WILTSGROVE LTD founded in 1984, is renowned as a leading supplier of Audio, Video, TV, Spare parts and Accessories. We are now pleased to announce the launch of our ONLINE CATALOGUE: Our easy to use search engine will allow you to find the products you require via: • Make/Model, • Product Category, • Key Word search, • Manufacturer part number, • Our Order Code.

All orders before 5pm will be dispatched the same day.

Tel: (0121) 772 2733 • Fax: (0121) 766 610 • Email: sales@wiltsgrove.co.uk

---

**WEB SERVICE**

To reserve your web site space telephone

Tel: 01322 611289   Fax: 01322 616339

E-MAILS L.Baldock@highburybiz.com
From a pool-side idyll to a surprise interview, all in a day’s work.
Donald Bullock’s servicing commentary

I was good of the boys to pressure me into having a day off. Since it looked promising, I decided to follow the quiet country lanes to the Haven Pool to prepare my favourite tench swim for the start of fishing next month. It’s a magical spot. There were a few overhanging willows to trim back, one or two water-lily roots to drag out and, to make room for my rod, a few bank-side bulrush reeds to tether. To make it all enjoyable, the scent of wild roses filled the air.

Summer idyll
It promised to be a day of bliss. The sun smiled contentedly, and a gentle mist shrouded and softened the water. A pair of blue-powdered doves fluttered and cooed in a nearby beech tree, a flock of amorous coots twittered and dived at the far end of the pool, crickets chirped in the long grass and dragon-flies hovered and darted over the lilies. I plopped a handful of bread-paste nuggets into the water where my float would soon be. What heaven, I thought, what total tranquility! There was never anything like the peace and solitude of the waterside to banish all thoughts of television – and the bores who pester those who carry its cross.

An interruption
Then I heard the sound of feet trampling on the overgrown path. They drew nearer. It was old Moggy Morgan, who farms nearby.

"Ah, Donald" he wheezed, "just the chap! That set you fixed the other month. Still playing up, you know. My missus reckons that the picture slips from corner to corner, and the sound sort of races. But ‘er’s been under the old Quack, like. Keeps on complaining though. Pop over to the house for me, will you?"

I screwed my face up and prepared to go along. Then Gaffer Unwin appeared. Another local. "Ha! Just phoned the shop" he exclaimed. "The boys said you were in the country, and I thought ‘yes, and I know where he gets. He won’t mind a visit to the cottage for a minute or two. Ready?"

I stared at them both. "Look, I’m off duty" I said, "why not take your sets to the shop?"

The air seemed different when they’d departed. No more magic. The soft mist had gone, also the scent of wild roses. And the doves, the coots and the dragon-flies. I decided to return to work in the hope of being able to go out again next day.

Back at the shop
Moggy Morgan and Gaffer Unwin got there at the same time as I did. Both had brought along enormous TV sets. I let them go in first. Inside the shop the boys were talking to an extremely scruffy-looking chap with a flash camera. He turned round and looked at us as we came in.

"Donald Bullock?" he asked Moggy.

"Not me" Moggy answered.

"Donald Bullock?" he asked Gaffer.

“You’re joking” Gaffer replied.

I followed them in and hastily went through to the workshop, leaving Steven to book in their sets. Moggy Morgan’s was a 28in. widescreen Sharp set, Model 6GF63H (DA100 chassis). "Crackle on the sound and no picture" he said. Paul immediately put it on the bench.

Gaffer Unwin’s set was a 32in. widescreen Matsui model, fitted with the Grundig CUC2058 chassis. "Just before it died" he said, "it displayed a bowed picture".

The Western Gazette
The scruffy chap, taking it all in, wanted to get on. He addressed himself to Moggy Morgan. “Who are you then, boy-oh?” he asked. Moggy told him.

He then turned to Gaffer Unwin. "You sure you’re not old Mr Bullock?" he asked.

“Quite certain” said Gaffer.

At that Steven called me out to introduce me to our scruffy caller.

“This is Scoop Spinner from the Western Gazette" he said, "he
A hectic time

As he spoke the Reverend Goode came in with his curate, who was carrying an Avai XR-MD57EZ hi-fi unit.

"Greetings, Donald" the Reverend boomed. "Do be the angel you are and have a look at my verger’s gramophone thing. Will you? His wife is suffering from severe toothache."

Greeneyes then brought in the tea, and Paul announced his findings after dealing with Moggy’s Sharp set. On test the set had displayed a faint blank raster with flyback lines, and there had been a crackle with the sound. The cause of the former fault had been Q912, a BC337-40 transistor on the tube base panel. Its base-emitter junction was open-circuit and, as a result, the TEA5101 A RGB output chip had no 12V supply at pin 2. The crackle had been from the front centre speaker. Replacement of the TDA7480 centre audio output chip IC1302, the BA4558F driver chip IC1300 and three associated electrolytics on the centre-speaker PCB had cleared the crackle. Some resoldering was also required. After the set worked well.

Scoop Spinner, who was paying attention to everything, was beginning to look bewildered.

Mrs Catmore, accompanied by her unruly kids, then came in to buy a battery. The eldest had a sticky toffee-apple which he waved about, the youngest pulled the telephone off the counter while the other one spun the battery carousel around so that it collapsed and scattered batteries all over the floor.

"Was a marrer with you lot?" Mrs Catmore shouted. "I can’t take yours nowhere, can I?"

A Lecron

A further visitor, Roger Dodgeworth, then arrived with a 28in. widescreen set. "'It’s a Lecron, Mr Bullock," he said. "A what-ron?" I asked."

"A Lecron" he replied. "Model CTV900W it says on the back. It’s dead. Belongs to my cousin, Mrs Woodward, who got it from Debenhams with the insurance she received after she put her husband away. Did you know him?"

I shook my head. Oh, a real beast he was" continued Roger, "a real beast. Why he ...

"Look Roger" I interrupted, "it’s a bit hectic here at present. Can we talk about the set?"

"One day she refused him a Woodbine" Roger continued. "and he walked out. Bought a toffe 'ammer, went home and gave her an 'ammering!"

Steven was looking at the Reverend’s Avai hi-fi unit while Paul was attending to Gaffer Unwin’s Matsui TV, so I decided to take a look at the Lecron. We’d no data on it, and I couldn’t identify the chassis, but checks in the power supply revealed a blown fuse. A short-circuit BU290A MOSFET, designated T602, and a similarly shorted TDA4605-2 chopper control chip. I fitted replacements, then checked for any other shorts. Not finding any, I switched the set on. The fuse blew at once. Further investigations revealed that the degaussing resistor was virtually short-circuit when cold. Once I’d replaced this item the set worked normally. The picture was OK, and the sound particularly good.

Progress

As I was boxing the set up Steven mentioned that he’d found the cause of the trouble with the Avai hi-fi unit. There had been an open-circuit fusible link, PR001, in the supply to the display. It worked correctly when this had been replaced.

"Then George the postman came in with our mail. "Nothing too worryin’" he commented. "a packet from SEME, your water rates, a letter from the telephone people. a few bills and a nice letter with a lady’s handwriting. Smells nice and scenty ."

By the time he had gone on his way Paul had got Gaffer Unwin’s Matsui back in working order. The cause of the dead-set symptom was similar to that with the Lecron. The 1.6A fuse S60001 had blown.

The interview

Scoop, who was getting impatient and was a bit confused about what was going on, gnawed at his pencil and darted his eyes about. He decided to settle on the Reverend.

"Paul" he said. "was there ITV when ..."

"That’s Paul there" the Reverend said. Scoop turned on his feet and saw Greeneyes. "Er, Mrs Catmore ..." he began. Greeneyes sighed loudly and left the room.

At that Steven decided to intervene. "Look Scoop" he said as he pointed to everyone in turn, "this is Paul. I’m Steven, the gentlemen with the white collars are the Reverend Goode and his curate, George the postman brought the letters, and Moggie Morgan, Gaffer Unwin and Roger Dodgeworth brought their sets in for attention. And this is my father Donald, who you came to see. Mrs Catmore left with her little ones after buying a battery, and you’re Scoop Spinner of the Western Gazette."

"Oh right, Donald" Scoop replied, "tell you what. Things can be a bit hectic here, can’t they? I’ll go back to the office and we’ll finish the interview on the phone, if that’s OK."
MONITORS

Fault reports from
Gerry Mumford
and
Ian Field

We welcome fault reports from readers — payment for each fault is made after publication.

Reports can be sent by post to:
Television Magazine Fault Reports,
Highbury Business,
Media House,
Azalea Drive, Swanley,
Kent BR8 8HU

or e-mailed to:
t.winford@highburybiz.com

Taxan 7D16 (Model EV735TC099)
This 17in. monitor powered up with the green LED lit but there was no display at all. Checks showed that the EHT was correct but the A1/G2 voltage was only 1.4V. This model uses electrical adjustment of the A1/G2 voltage rather than the usual control on the LOPT. Checks in the relevant circuitry showed that R255 and R256 (both 470kΩ, 0.5W) were open-circuit. They form a potential divider for the 1-kV supply developed by the LOPT for the A1/G2 feed. G.M.

Elonex MN034P
The complaint with this monitor was instability as the width was adjusted. It seemed to be caused by a glitch in the B+ PWM regulator's voltage feedback loop from the line output transformer. The effect was like a step on the width of the raster. With width adjustment this step would diminish to a single slightly longer line that stuck out at each side of the raster. The effect would disappear altogether when the width control was rotated further.
As no cause could be found, I had to assume that a servo-loop glitch had produced a visible effect because of component-value drift. The solution seemed to be to increase the width by means other than the front control. As various combinations of adjustment seemed to be able to increase the width without moving the point of instability, I decided to try increasing the value of the flyback tuning capacitor. The original value was 4.3nF (1-6kV). The maximum limit seems to be 6.8nF with this chassis. If the value is increased too far the flyback slows down, the result being foldover at the left-hand edge, with the line output transistor showing no sign of distress.

With other monitors a more likely result would be line output transistor overheating and, in extreme cases, distortion of the forward scan linear ramp. In such a case the top of the linear ramp begins to flatten, producing a cramped right-hand edge of the display. It seems that the 2SC5148 transistor used in this chassis has enough spare capacity to provide increased collector current! I.F.

Dell Ultrascan P1428E
These monitors usually contain a Samsung chassis, which is what I was expecting. The Samsung version seldom gives trouble but suffers from dry-joints, often with fairly alarming symptoms. So repair always begins with removal of the chassis and a check on the soldering. When I got to this point I realised that the chassis was probably the similar-looking Hyundai one. There was a Toshiba instead of the usual Samsung CRT, and only two of the ICs on the main PCB were Samsung branded.

The soldering was absolutely appalling! Apart from the loose signal connector at the back of the board, almost every in-line set of three or more pins had at least the first signs of fracture rings forming around the solder fillets. Some of the ones in which the solder still had some malleability were beginning to pull through. Inspection was hindered by residues of whatever had been used to deflux the PCB, and this seemed to be resistant to most types of solvent. The only thing I could find that would clean it off was a steel wire brush! A further problem was the remnants of pre-cropped leads that were hidden in the solder fillets. The component leads had evidently been cropped prior to flow-soldering and many of the shorter leads, such as those of ICs, had incompletely cropped bits hanging by a sliver as they went into the soldering dip. These incompletely severed clippings hide in the solder, waiting to cause shorts when the soldering is reworked. Careful cleaning and inspection with a magnifier is essential. Even when the PCB has been scrubbed with a steel wire brush flux residues survive in small clumps between close-spaced pins. This then adds to the difficulty in spotting stray clippings. The best approach is to have a scalpel at the ready while the PCB is under the magnifier so that any remaining contaminants can be dug out.

After doing all this I found that the monitor still failed to power up when reassembled. To cut a long story short, there was no voltage at pin 7 (supply) of the KA3842 chopper control chip. Cutting pin 7 restored the supply, which proved that the IC was faulty rather than the start-up resistors or the circuitry that cuts them off when the power supply gets going. Once a replacement had been fitted the monitor powered up — and produced erratic, flickering colours! When I removed the CRT base screen I found that the soldering here was every bit as bad as on the main PCB. All three power transistors had at least one leg detached, with signs of arcing.

Although I remain uncertain about the identification of this particular chassis, it’s one I’ve seen from time to time and I should point out that this example was the worst I’ve ever come across. Normally the cause of the reported fault consists of a moderate number of dry-joints and/or one or two faulty electrolytics. But this one had been “run into the ground” before its owner decided to have it serviced. Judging by the burn marks around the video output transistors, the monitor must have remained in use for a considerable time after it had become obvious that faults were developing, and had been taken out of service only when it refused to work at all! I.F.
Next Month in Television

A Microcontroller-Based CCTV Switching System

John Young describes a microcontroller-based video switching system which is used with four CCTV security cameras. These monitor activity in and around a garage that’s sixty yards from the house, so a method of transmitting video signals is required. The microcontroller switches from camera to camera every three seconds – the PIR sensors are not triggered.

Freeview Tryout

Ray Porter’s installation of a Freeview box was not without its problems, especially as the local signal conditions are not ideal. After some experimentation satisfactory reception of most multiplexes was obtained.

An Aerial for DAB Reception

DAB reception via a receiver’s vertical whip aerial turned out to be very unsatisfactory, so K. Rutherford set about making a properly-proportioned dipole that was mounted in the loft and coupled to the receiver via the domestic signal distribution system. The result was good, error-free reception in all rooms.

Plus All the Regular Features

Solution to Test Case 498

– see page 489 –

Cathode Ray had done most of the right things in trying to diagnose the cause of the fault with this kamikaze Philips TV set. Maybe he would have eventually got to the bottom of the trouble had he worked through the suggestions in the Philips service manual. The guide it provides is commendable, and is something that very few other manufacturers take the trouble to include, though the credit is somewhat dimmed by the tendency of this switch-mode power-supply design to self-destruct in the manner described.

Anyway Sage knew, and perhaps Ray should have known or found out, that the fault is by no means unknown with this and similar chassis in the MD1 series, and that a kit of parts is available from Philips to cure it. Its name is ES7056, the part number being 4822 310 32259, and the cost is about £14. It contains no fewer than fourteen components, not all of which will be required for the particular version of the chassis.

In Philips’ own words, “mutual influences caused by the failure of one part are possible”. Ray had another way of putting it, but nevertheless fitting all the relevant bits in the repair kit, including the items Ray had already replaced, did the trick. It was a bit of an anticlimax for the entire staff of the service department, who had gathered around the bench at switch on, when the EHT rustled up followed by the sight and sound of the lovely Lorraine Kelley, the apple of Sage’s eye.

Television Index & Directory 2004

Plus Hard-Copy Index and Reprints Service

Here’s the essential repair information you need! The Television Index & Directory 2004, in CD-ROM form, contains the text of over 15,000 high quality fault reports on TVs, VCRs, Camcorders, DVD players, Monitors, Satellite TV units, Audio equipment and CD players, searchable by make and model, plus the text of 200 Test Cases and over 250 major servicing articles, from sixteen years of Television magazine. It also contains a full sixteen-year index of Television, a Spares Guide, a directory of Trade and Professional Organisations, an International TV Standards guide, a satellite TV Channel Finder, a TV transmitter list and a compendium of internet resources for service engineers. The software is quick and easy to use, and runs on any PC with Windows 95, 98, ME, NT, XP or 2000.

Television Index & Directory 2004 CD-ROM, £199

Television Index & Directory 2004 CD-ROM upgrade, £46 (to qualify for this upgrade you need to have purchased a previous version of the Television Index on floppy disk or on CD-ROM)

A six-month update of the index and fault reports will be available in May 2004. If you wish to take advantage of this, £10 should be added to your order.

Television Index only, 1988—2003, £36

Television Index only upgrade from previous versions, £18


Reprints of articles from Television back to 1988 are also available, at the flat rate of £4.00 per article — you can order through our web site, or write to the address below.

The above prices include UK postage and VAT where applicable. Add an extra £1 postage for non-UK EC orders, or £5 for non-EC overseas orders, although Channel Island residents do not need to add any extra postage. Cheques should be made payable to SoftCopy Ltd. All major credit and debit cards are accepted. Please use our new secure website for your orders, details below. Allow up to 28 days for delivery (UK).

SoftCopy Limited, 1 Vineries Close, Cheltenham, GL53 ONU, UK

Telephone 01242 241 455 Fax 01242 241 468

e-mail: sales@softcopy.co.uk

web site: http://www.televisionmag.co.uk

Published on the third Wednesday of each month by Highbury Business, Media House, Azalea Drive, Swansley, Kent, BR8 8HU. Highbury Business is a division of Highbury House Communications PLC. Filmsetting by Impress, Unit 2, Parkway, Southgate Way, Orton Southgate, Peterborough PE2 6YN. Printed in England by Polestar (Colchester) Ltd., Newcomen Way, Severalls Industrial Park, Colchester, Essex CO4 4TG. Distributed by Seymour Distribution Ltd., 86 Newman St, London, WIT 3EX. Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand, Gordon and Gotch (Asia) Ltd.; South Africa, Central News Agency Ltd. Television is sold subject to the following conditions, namely that it shall not, without the written consent of the Publishers first having been given, be lent, resold, hired out or otherwise disposed by way of Trade at more than the recommended selling price shown on the cover, excluding Eire where the selling price is subject to currency exchange fluctuations and VAT, and that it shall not be lent, resold, hired or otherwise disposed of in a mutilated condition or in any unauthorised cover by way of Trade or affixed to or as part of any publication or advertising, literary or pictorial matter whatsoever.
TUBES FOR SANYO SETS
414 010 7100
W66ESF
NEW £125.00
Are you paying more?
LOADS MORE TYPES IN STOCK

CONTACT
D’LeC Components Ltd
3 Manor Court, Sole Street, Cobham, Kent DA13 9BU
Tel 01474 361276
Fax 01474 335228
E-mail: sales@dlec.co.uk
Visit www.dlec.co.uk

Tuner Repairs +
IC Fitting Service +
Digital
set top box repairs
For more information and latest prices
See our web site
www.mcges.co.uk
MCES Digital
15 Lostock Road Davyhulme Manchester M41 0ES
E-mail: sales@mcges.co.uk
Phone: 0161 746 8037
Fax: 0161 746 8136

ONLINE SHOPPING
CHEAPER AND EASIER
www.elclondon.co.uk
TV, VIDEO SPARES AND ELECTRICAL ITEMS

JUNE 2004 TELEVISION
WHETHER ELECTRONICS IS YOUR HOBBY
OR YOUR LIVELIHOOD . . .
YOU NEED THE MODERN ELECTRONICS MANUAL
and the ELECTRONICS SERVICE MANUAL

THE MODERN ELECTRONICS MANUAL (CD-ROM VERSION ONLY)

The essential reference
work for everyone
studying electronics

- Over 800 pages
- In-depth theory
- Projects to build
- Detailed assembly instructions
- Full components checklists
- Extensive data tables
- Manufacturers' web links
- Easy-to-use Adobe Acrobat format
- Clear and simple layout
- Comprehensive subject range
- Professionally written
- Supplements

EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO GET
STARTED AND GO FURTHER IN ELECTRONICS!

The revised CD-ROM edition of the Modern Electronics Base
Manual (MEM) contains practical, easy-to-follow information on the
following subjects:

BASIC PRINCIPLES: Electronic Components and their
Characteristics (16 sections from Resistors and Potentiometers to
Crystals, Crystal Modules and Resonators); Circuits Using Passive
Components (10 sections); Power Supplies; The Amateur
Electronics Workshop; The Uses of Semiconductors; Digital
Electronics (6 sections); Operational Amplifiers; Introduction to
Physics, including practical experiments; Semiconductors
(5 sections) and Digital Instruments (3 sections).

CIRCUITS TO BUILD: There's nothing to beat the satisfaction of
creating your own projects. From basic principles, like soldering
and making printed circuit boards, to the tools needed for
circuit-building, the Modern Electronics Manual and its
Supplements describe clearly, with appropriate diagrams, how to
assemble a radio, loudspeaker circuits, amplifiers, car projects,
a computer interface, measuring instruments, workshop
equipment, security systems, medical and musical circuits, etc.
The Base Manual describes 12 projects including a Theremin
and a Simple TENS Unit.

ESSENTIAL DATA: Extensive tables on diodes, transistors,
thyristors and triacs, digital and linear i.c.s.

EXTENSIVE GLOSSARY: Should you come across a technical
word, phrase or abbreviation you're not familiar with, simply look
up the glossary included in the Manual and you'll find a
comprehensive definition in plain English.

The Manual also covers Safety and provides web links to
tool component and equipment Manufacturers and Suppliers
The most comprehensive reference work ever produced at a price
you can afford, the CD-ROM edition of THE MODERN
ELECTRONICS MANUAL provides you with all the essential
information you need.

THE MODERN ELECTRONICS MANUAL
(MEM – CD-ROM version only)

Supplements: Additional CD-ROMs each containing approximately 500 pages of additional information on specific areas of electronics are
available for £19.95 each. Information on the availability and content of each Supplement CD-ROM will be sent to you.
Presentation: CD-ROM suitable for any modern PC. Requires Adobe Acrobat Reader which is included on the MEM CD-ROM.
Price of the Basic Work: £29.95 POST FREE.

ORDER BOTH MANUALS TOGETHER AND SAVE £10

A mass of well-organised and clearly explained information is brought to you by expert editorial
teams whose combined experience ensures the widest coverage
Supplements to these unique publications, keep you abreast of the latest technology and
techniques if required.
EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW TO GET STARTED IN REPAIRING AND SERVICING ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

SAFETY: Be knowledgeable about Safety Regulations, Electrical Safety and First Aid.

UNDERPINNING KNOWLEDGE: Specific sections enable you to Understand Electrical and Electronic Principles, Active and Passive Components, Circuit Diagrams, Circuit Measurements, Radio, Computers, Valves and Manufacturers' Data, etc.

PRACTICAL SKILLS: Learn how to identify Electronic Components, Avoid Static Hazards, Carry Out Soldering and Wiring, Remove and Replace Components.

TEST EQUIPMENT: How to Choose and Use Test Equipment, Assemble a Toolkit, Set Up a Workshop, and Get the Most from Your Multimeter and Oscilloscope, etc.

SERVICING TECHNIQUES: The Manual includes vital guidelines on how to Service Audio Amplifiers. The Supplements include similar guidelines for Radio Receivers, TV Receivers, Cassette Recorders, Video Recorders, Personal Computers, etc.

TECHNICAL NOTES: Commencing with the IBM PC, this section and the Supplements deal with a very wide range of specific types of equipment – radios, TVs, cassette recorders, amplifiers, video recorders etc.

REFERENCE DATA: Detailing vital parameters for Diodes, Small-Signal Transistors, Power Transistors, Thyristors, Triacs and Field Effect Transistors. Supplements include Operational Amplifiers, Logic Circuits, Optoelectronic Devices, etc.

ELECTRONICS SERVICE MANUAL
(ESM – CD-ROM version only)

Basic Work: Contains around 900 pages of information. Edited by Mike Tooley BA

Supplements: Additional CD-ROMs each containing approximately 500 pages of additional information on specific areas of electronics are available for £19.95 each. Information on the availability and content of each Supplement CD-ROM will be sent to you.

Presentation: CD-ROM suitable for any modern PC. Requires Adobe Acrobat Reader which is included on the ESM CD-ROM.

Price of the Basic Work: £29.95 POST FREE

SPECIAL OFFER

£10 OFF Buy both Manuals together and save £10.

PLUS FREE POSTAGE TO ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD
(We use the VAT portion of the price to pay for overseas AIRMAIL postage)

ORDER FORM

Simply complete and return the order form with your payment to the following address:
Wimborne Publishing Ltd, Dept. D6, 408 Wimborne Road East, Ferndown, Dorset BH22 9ND

Your CD-ROM(s) will be posted to you by first class mail or airmail within four working days of receipt of your order.
**Economic Devices**

T E L E V I S I O N

We take your hassle

Some suppliers just won't help. We will work really hard to find those difficult parts - just ask and let our 'no holds barred' enquiry hound work for you. 11!

...and look at the special offers......

**SEMICONDUCOTRS**

Over 34,000 types of transistors, I.C's, diodes etc. or equivalents stocked

**TUBES**

NEW and GRADED CRTs

W66ESF002X ...................From £100
W66ECK001X ...................From £100
W66EGV023X ...................From £70
W76ESF031X ...................From £180
W76EGV023X ...................From £150
66EAK071X ...................From £50

Quantity reductions

Other makes and sizes available

De-scratching service

Prices plus carriage and VAT

**EXPRESS TV SUPPLIES LTD**

The Mill, Mill Lane,
Rugeley, Staffs WS15 2JW

Tel: 01889 577600  Fax: 01889 575600

---

**Electronicworld**

**TV AND VIDEO LTD**

SPECIAL OFFER – FOR ONE MONTH ONLY!

Just to name a few, for example:

- 14" TV/DVD Combi £40
- 14" Portable TV £25
- Widescreen TV from only £70
- Working box VCR £15
- Minimum quantity 5 items

Our prices are unbeatable try us!

See our new awesome web site. Just click on the wholesale link to view just a small sample of our stock.

http://www.tvrus.co.uk

All prices are Exclusive of VAT

BIRMINGHAM
208 Bromford Lane, Erdington, Birmingham
B24 8DL
Tel: 0121 327 3273 Fax: 0121 322 2011

LONDON
221 Kenyon Road, Middlesex HA3 0HD
Tel: 020 8907 9387

PRESTON
Unit 434 Ranglet Road, Walton Summit,
Preston PR5 8AR
Tel: 01772 316066
WATCH SLIDES ON TV
MAKE VIDEOS OF YOUR SLIDES
DIGITISE YOUR SLIDES
(using a video capture card)

"Liersgang dihal" automatic slide viewer with built-in high quality colour TV camera. It has a composite video output to a mono plug (SIF/CCIR & BNC adaptors are available). They are in very good condition with few signs of use. For further details see www.dialux.co.uk £191.91 + vat = £208.00

Boxes cameras all with 512x512 pixels 8.5mm 1/3 inch sensor and composite video out. All need to be housed in your own enclosure and have fragile exposed surface mount parts. They all require a power supply of between 10 and 12v DC 150mA.

47nF input size 630x271mm with 6 infra red LEDs (gives the same illumination as a small torch but is not visible to the human eye) £37.00 + vat = £43.48

30MP size 32x32x14mm spy cameras with a fixed focus pin hole lens for hiding behind a very small hole £35.00 + vat = £41.38

40MC size 39x39x27mm camera for 'C' mount lenses these give a much sharper image than with the smaller lenses £32.00 + vat = £37.60

Economy C mount lenses all fixed focus & fixed iris

VSL1220F 12mm F1.6 53x47 degrees viewing angle £15.97 + vat = £18.76
VSL4002F 4mm F1.22 63x47 degrees viewing angle £17.65 + vat = £20.74
VSL6022F 6mm F1.22 42x32 degrees viewing angle £19.05 + vat = £22.38
VSL8020F 8mm F1.22 30x24 degrees viewing angle £19.90 + vat = £23.38

Better quality C-Mount lenses

VSL1614F 16mm F1.6 30x24 degrees viewing angle £26.43 + vat = £31.06
VVL813M 8mm F1.3 with iris 35x42 degrees viewing angle £77.45 + vat = £91.00

1206 surface mount resistors E12 values 10 ohm to 1M ohm 100 of 1 value £1.00 + vat £10.00 of 1 value £5.00 + vat

866 battery pack: originally intended to be used with an orbite mobile telephone it contains 10 1.6Ah sub C batteries (42x22x22 the size usually used in cordless screwdrivers etc) the pack is new and unused and can be broken open quite easily £7.46 + vat = £8.77

Please add 1.66 + vat = £1.95 postage & packing per order

JPG ELECTRONICS
Shaws Row, Old Road, Chesterfield, S40 2RB
Tel 01246 211202 Fax 01246 509599 Mastercard/Visa/Switch
Callers welcome 9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Monday to Saturday

www.sdstrade.co.uk

SPECIALISTS IN ALL MAKES AND MODELS OF SATELLITE EQUIPMENT

ALL ORDERS WELCOME - LARGE OR SMALL
REPAIRS FROM ONLY £35 + VAT

SKY & SKY+ SPARES - MOST MAKES AND MODELS
NEW MODEL SKY+ INCLUDING DELIVERY AND INSTALLATION KIT - £199

HUNDREDS OF REFURB'S AND NEW BOXES CAN'T BEAT OUR WEB SITE

EXCLUSIVE TO SDS!

SILVER PACE 2200 DIGIBOXES
CALL FOR PRICES OR VISIT OUR WEB SITE

WIN THIS MAGAZINE REACHES OVER 10,000 POTENTIAL CUSTOMERS
TO ADVERTISE IN THIS SPACE CALL US ON

01322 6 1 289

Multimeter FSM

THE ULTIMATE RANGE FIELD STRENGTH METERS (FSM)

• Up to 4hours battery
• Shock protection (rubber)
• Quick menu keys
• RS232 & Scar sockets
• Easy and friendly to use

Tel: 01274 684007 Fax: 01274 631160

leaders
reliability practicability professionalism

Multimeter FSM

THE ULTIMATE RANGE FIELD STRENGTH METERS (FSM)

• Up to 4hours battery
• Shock protection (rubber)
• Quick menu keys
• RS232 & Scar sockets
• Easy and friendly to use

Tel: 01274 684007 Fax: 01274 631160

www.televes.com

Multimeter FSM

THE ULTIMATE RANGE FIELD STRENGTH METERS (FSM)

• Up to 4hours battery
• Shock protection (rubber)
• Quick menu keys
• RS232 & Scar sockets
• Easy and friendly to use

Tel: 01274 684007 Fax: 01274 631160
TELEVISION reader offer:
x1, x10 switchable oscilloscope probes, only £21.74 a pair, fully inclusive*

*Additional pairs as part of the same order, only £19.24 each pair.

Please supply the following:

Probes

Name
Address
Postcode

Method of payment (please circle)
Cheques should be made payable to TELEVISION
Access/Mastercard/Visa/Cheque/PO

Credit card no.
Card expiry date

Please allow up to 28 days for delivery

Specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Switch position 1</th>
<th>DC to 10MHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
<td>10MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input resistance</td>
<td>1MΩ ±1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input capacitance</td>
<td>20pF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working voltage</td>
<td>600V DC or pk-pk AC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Switch position 2</th>
<th>DC to 150MHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
<td>150MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rise time</td>
<td>2.4ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input resistance</td>
<td>10MΩ ±1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input capacitance</td>
<td>20pF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compensation range</td>
<td>600V DC or pk-pk AC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working voltage</td>
<td>600V DC or pk-pk AC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Switch position 'Ref' | Probe tip grounded via 9MΩ, scope i/p grounded |

See on sale for £20 each, these high-quality oscilloscope probe sets comprise:
- two x1, x10 switchable probe bodies
- two insulating tips
- two IC tips and two sprung hooks
- trimming tools

There's also two BNC adaptors for using the cables as 1.5m-long BNC-to-BNC links.

Each probe has its own storage wallet.

To order your pair of probes, send the coupon together with £21.74 UK/Europe to Probe Offer, Jackie Lowe, Highbury Business Communications, Anne Boleyn House, 9-13 Ewell Road, Cheam, Surrey, SM3 8BZ

Readers outside Europe, please add £2.50 to your order.
FOR SALE

inStore
ELECTRICALS LIMITED
171 HAREHILLS LANE,
LEEDS 11 QUAL IQE
Tel: 0113 240 1114

Tatung LCD 15" £239
Philips LCD 15" £299
Philips LCD 17" £299

Other models available
CALL FOR FULL PRICE LIST

PROJECTOR SPARES

Spare parts and service information for
VIDIKRON
video projectors from
PROJECTSPARES
Tel: 01444 831769
Fax: 01444 831580
E-mail: projectspares@btinternet.com

RECRUITMENT

BENCH/FIELD ENGINEER REQUIRED
Small family business, based near
Stanford-Le-Hope requires a
qualified TV/VCR/Audio
Bench/Field Engineer.
Minimum of 3 years experience.
Salary negotiable, dependent on
experience and qualifications.
Reply by phone: 01375 640800

SERVICE DATA

Fryerns
Service Information

TV's, VCR'S, SATELLITE
CAMCORDER'S, AUDIO &
HI-FI's
Prices are from £5.50 + £2.75 P&P
add a further £5.50 per item
in the same order
note: some items priced individually
we now supply universal
TV/video remote at competitive
prices
Payment by credit card, PO or cheque
Tel/Fax 01206 311770
e-mail: colin@fryerns.fryerns.co.uk
2 The Lodge
Easthorpe Green
Marks Tey, Colchester
CO6 1HA

TELEPHONE 01322 611289
FAX 01322 616376

SERVICE DATA

SERVICES MANUALLYS
Have you ever turned away
work for want of a Service
Manual? Have you ever brought
a Service Manual and never
used it more than once?
Then why not join ...

THE MANUALS LIBRARY
For details and membership
application form write,
phone or fax:

HARVEY ELECTRONICS
43 Loop Road, Bechley,
Chesham, Bucks, HP6 7HE
Tel/Fax No: 01291 623086
Visa: Mastercard accepted

SERVICE DATA

SERVICES MANUALLYS
and Service Sheets for
TV - VIDEO - AUDIO
Prices start at

CTV s/sheet 5.00
VCR s/sheet 7.00
CTV s/man 10.00
VCR s/man 13.00
No p/p or VAT
- Other items POA -

AMTEL
Huna
Caithness KW14YL
01955 611313
www.amtel.co.uk

WANTED

BEST CASH PRICES PAID
FOR VALVES KT88,
PX4 AND MOST
AUDIO/OTHER TYPES.
Tel: 01403 784961

Billington Export Ltd
Sussex RH14 9Z
Fax 01403 783519
Email: sales@bel-tubes.co.uk
Visitors by appointment

Service Link

For a FREE consultation on how
best to market your
products/services
to a professional
audience contact
LUKE on
01322
611289
IS THIS THE END OF "BAD BACKS"?

"The LIFTM8™ has revolutionized the way that I do business. I can now tackle jobs where I would have had to take a second man, saving me money every time I use it! It even gives me a stable working platform for repairing TV's in customers homes."

Mr Dobson - Shop Owner - North West

LIGHTWEIGHT
The LIFTM8 weighs less than 20KG's, is simple to move and transport, removable legs complete the package.

ROTATING SUCTION CUPS
Simply rotate TV's through 90 degrees to fit through doorways with ease.

WINCH OPERATION
Raise and lower the set using the marine quality winch fitted with a "memory free" Kevlar rope.

MOBILE WORKBENCH
Lay down the LIFTM8 and it becomes a mobile workbench.

01778 345365

Advanced Handling Limited has been manufacturing materials handling equipment in the UK for the last 27 years. The LIFTM8 is the latest in a long line of intelligent handling solutions to be supplied to the UK electrical retail industry.
The new GV 998 is a digital pattern generator offering more advanced features at again a realistic price. Those features include:

- MPEG-2 format Transport Stream generation
- Video and audio included in the TS
- Video and audio inputs
- Generation of a variable frequency sound carrier for decoding verification
- Multistandard and multisystem analogue TV signal generation
- Possibility to edit different fields of the TS database to present the name of the service provider
- Remote control via a personal computer
- Moving video patterns to check MPEG-2 decoders

**PROMAX GV SERIES**

- Choice of 12 instruments
- NICAM and Teletext
- 4:3 and 16:9 Formats
- Full field and VITS
- Computer Controlled
- Front panel memories
- Own Company Logo
- Computer Monitor testers
- Hand Held Models
- Multi Standard, PAL, NTSC, SECAM
- High Quality Construction
- Attractive Price Levels
- Full After Sales Service
- Available from Stock

**FOR TELEVISION PATTERN GENERATORS, THERE’S NO WIDER CHOICE THAN WITH PROMAX**